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26 Rapid Shutdown for
		 PV Systems:
		Understanding
		NEC 690.12
The 2014 edition of the National Electrical
Code added rapid-shutdown requirements
for PV systems on buildings with the goal of allowing first responders to quickly and easily control the
PV system circuits leaving a roof-mounted array. In
this article, we attempt to demystify section 690.12,
“Rapid Shutdown of PV Systems on Buildings.” To
explain the historical context that led to these rapidshutdown requirements, we begin with a brief background on the jurisdictional efforts to enforce fire
regulations specific to roof-mounted PV systems. We
then explore the technical difficulties associated with
protecting firefighters from energized conductors on
the dc side of a PV power system, as this establishes
the need for rapid-shutdown requirements. Finally,
we deconstruct the language in 690.12 and consider
its intent and implications.
BY BILL BROOKS, PE
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42 The Evolution of DC Combiners
As recently as 8 years ago, it was not uncommon for
system integrators to build combiner boxes in the
field. This practice went away under NEC 2008, as the
Code-making panel revised 690.4(D) to require that
source-circuit combiners intended for use in PV power
systems be “identified and listed for the application.”
More recent Code changes have further influenced
the design and construction of listed dc combiners.
To get a feel for how dc combiners and PV system
design practices are evolving in light of these new Code
requirements, we reached
out to equipment vendors
and system engineers.
BY DAVID BREARLEY
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Eco Solar’s Dominick Gaballo (left) and Gary Cross
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array consists of 21 SunPower 345 W X-series
modules installed on SnapNrack Series 100 mounts.
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PV power is processed using module-level SolarEdge
P400 power optimizers and a 7,600 W single-phase
SolarEdge inverter.
Photo: Courtesy Eco Solar & SolarEdge
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SPI 2014

Solar Power International 2014
After a few years of declining attendee and exhibitor numbers, Solar Power International (SPI), North America’s largest
solar trade show, was back on the growth track in 2014. SPI’s producers, Solar Energy Industries Association (SEIA) and Solar Electric
Power Association (SEPA), reported 15,000 conference attendees—a
year-over-year growth of 15%. In addition, exhibitor numbers grew 4%,
according to SEIA and SEPA, with 583 exhibits filling the halls of the
Las Vegas Convention Center. Of the exhibitors, 25% were international, representing 23 countries.
The energy on the show floor felt upbeat and optimistic as manufacturers and service providers
debuted new offerings and educated expo attendees on existing product lines. This issue, SolarPro
has expanded its Wire department to focus on several of SPI 2014’s equipment release highlights.

[Las Vegas, NV]

Solar Power International / solarpowerinternational.com

PVComplete Develops
Solar Project Design
Software
[Oakland, CA] PVComplete has developed a new software tool
built to streamline the most time-consuming tasks in commercial solar project design. The comprehensive tool, also named
PVComplete, automates electrical design and module layout by
utilizing a cloud-based PV module database while taking into
account roof zones and obstructions with sophisticated shadow
models. Electrical design features include automatic string assignment, single-line diagram generation and combiner-box placement. It also provides conductor layout (including size and length),
conduit fill and voltage drop. PVComplete enables multiple design
iterations. It is seamlessly integrated with AutoCAD and is available as an application or a bundled “solar CAD” solution.
PVComplete / pvcomplete.com

LG Electronics
Launches AC Module
[Englewood Cliffs, NJ] LG Electronics USA officially
introduced its LG Mono X ACe solar module in Las
Vegas. The ac module fully integrates an LG microinverter with a high-efficiency LG Mono X module.
The unit is listed to UL 1703 and UL 1741. It carries
a 10-year product warranty and a 25-year linear
power-output warranty. It pairs a 60-cell, 18.3% efficient, monocrystalline module with a 208/240 Vac
microinverter. The microinverter has a CEC-weighted
efficiency of 96% at 208 Vac and 96.5% at 240 Vac.
Continuous ac output power is rated at 285 W. AC
branch-circuit configurations of up to 12 Mono X
ACe ac modules are allowed (11 per branch circuit
at 208 Vac). The all-in-one design is superclean visually, with no exposed dc wiring. It installs without
requiring an additional trunk cable. The Mono X Ace
system includes LG’s EnerBox gateway and EnerVu
web-based monitoring software.
LG Electronics USA / lgsolarusa.com
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DPW Solar Debuts Rooftop
Ballasted System
[Albuquerque, NM]

DPW Solar’s POWER
XPRESS is a fully ballasted, self-aligning
mounting system with
only two main components: a chassis and
a module clamp. Both
components are preassembled at the factory
to reduce field installation time. Designed
for low-slope commercial rooftops, the POWER XPRESS product has
full-containment ballast pans with an optional ³/8-inch EDPM base for roof
membrane protection. An optional snap-in wind deflector reduces ballast
requirements and rooftop loads. Modules are installed in landscape orientation at either 5° or 10°, and the module clamp provides UL-compliant
electrical bonding.

Tigo Energy
Launches Universal
Platform
The new TS4 smart-module
platform developed by Tigo Energy features a
common baseplate that is factory integrated with
PV modules from several manufacturers. The
TS4 platform currently has five plug-in electronic
covers that offer a range of functionality at various price points. Options include diodes that
offer bypass functionality similar to conventional
modules, except that the diodes are field replaceable; diodes plus monitoring; diodes, monitoring
and safety (NEC 690.12 rapid-shutdown compliant, module-level deactivation, automatic or
manual shutdown, and overvoltage and overtemperature protection); diodes, monitoring,
safety and module-level optimization; and finally,
diodes, monitoring, safety, optimization and
longer, higher-voltage string configurations. Tigo
is working with several module manufacturers,
including JA Solar, Jinko Solar, Silfab Solar, Trina
Solar, Upsolar and Yingli Solar, to offer fully integrated smart modules that utilize the TS4 platform, the first of which will ship in Q1 2015.
[Los Gatos, CA]

Tigo Energy / 408.402.0802 / tigoenergy.com
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DPW Solar / 800.260.3792 / dpwsolar.com

Crown Announces
2 Vdc Battery Models
Crown Battery Manufacturing announced the
availability of its new CRP Power Module battery, designed
specifically for renewable energy applications. Capacity options
for the 2 Vdc batteries range from 500 Ah
to 2,500 Ah at the 20-hour rate, allowing
designers to more easily meet a project’s
capacity requirements with a single series
string of batteries or minimize the number
of parallel strings in larger systems. Each
battery is enclosed in a steel case with integrated handles, enabling workers to move
the 2 Vdc cells independently. Crown’s CRP
Power Module batteries come with a 10-year
warranty (5-year free replacement, 5-year
prorated) and are manufactured at its facility
in Fremont, Ohio.

[Fremont, OH]

Crown Battery Manufacturing / 419.334.7181 /
crownbattery.com

REPAIR COSTS GETTING TOO EXPENSIVE?
MAYBE IT’S TIME TO REPLACE YOUR INVERTER.

If repair costs on your existing Sine Wave inverter are getting too expensive, it might be time to
replace it with a new MSH-RE Inverter/Charger from Magnum-Dimensions. The MSH-RE’s hybrid
technology make it an optimal choice for your renewable and backup power needs.

MSH-RE Series Hybrid Technology:

MSH-RE Inverter/Charger Features:

Most inverters only use one source of energy
to power loads, either from incoming AC
power – utility or AC generator – or from the
batteries. The MSH-RE Series combines the
energy from both sources to power loads. This
allows the inverter to recharge the batteries
when there is surplus power or deliver more
power to the loads if they require more than
the AC input can supply by itself.

 120 VAC 60 Hz output
 Two 60 amp AC inputs: Grid input at 60A
and Generator input at 60A
 Load Support parallels the inverter output
with incoming AC sources allowing it to
run larger loads from smaller generators
 Works with any Magnum-Dimensions
accessory, including the AGS, remotes,
and the Magnum-Dimensions router.

To learn more about Magnum-Dimensions products, visit www.magnumenergy.com

The World Depends on Sensors and Controls
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GameChange Introduces
Utility-Scale Ground Mount
The GC Max-Span Post system from GameChange Racking was
on display in Las Vegas. The steel mounting system is compatible with steel piles,
helical piers and earth screws. The Max-Span’s purlins offer spans up to 20 feet
between foundations and include trays for wire management. GameChange piles
have prepunched holes for mounting source-circuit combiners and string inverters. The Max-Span Post system has up to 4 feet of ground clearance and is compatible with grade variations of up to 15%. Two-up portrait or 4-up landscape module
configurations are available, as are tilt angles that range from 5° to 35°.

[New York, NY]

GameChange Racking / 212.359.0205 / gamechangeracking.com

Quick Mount PV Releases
Quick Rack System

Unirac Updates
SolarMount System

[Walnut Creek, CA] Quick Mount PV released and demonstrated

[Albuquerque, NM]

its Quick Rack system on the SPI expo floor. The rail-free mounting system is compatible with standard module frames (no custom
grooved module frame required) and composition shingle roofs; it can
hold modules in either portrait or landscape orientation. The system
includes base mounts, clamps and array skirts. Quick Rack features
integrated flashing and grounding; one ground lug can ground up to
300 modules. Quick Rack Designer software is included, which uses
project location and module make and model to generate a codecompliant Quick Rack design, engineering report and detailed parts list.
Quick Mount PV / 925.478.8269 / quickmountpv.com

New enhancements to
Unirac’s SolarMount system reduce parts count
and drive down installation time. A new electrical grounding and
bonding process
eliminates copper wire within
the array and
grounding straps.
An integrated
bonding splice
bar eliminates
the need for copper wiring, lugs,
bonding jumpers
or grounding straps to electrically bond rails
across a splice. Preassembled midclamps eliminate the need for grounding clips, and the system provides integrated bonding between the
L-foot and SolarMount rail. TUV has tested all
SolarMount integrated bonding components.
The products are listed to UL 2703, including
the SolarMount integrated bonding microinverter mount when used with Enphase Energy
M215 and M250 microinverters.
Unirac / 505.242.6411 / unirac.com
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Solar FlexRack Displays
Ballasted Ground Mount
[Youngstown, OH] Solar FlexRack designed its
FlexRack Series B ballasted ground mount for installation on landfills, brownfields and water-saturated
sites where penetrating solar racking foundations are
not allowed or are impractical. The new design adds a
second vertical support that, depending on load conditions, can reduce ballast requirements. The two-support
system also allows for a front and back, or split, ballast
block arrangement. This ballast layout uses two smaller
cement blocks that require lighter lifting machinery when
low-bearing pressure requirements exist
on the job site. FlexRack Series B mounts
are compatible with all Solar FlexRack
racking systems, including the G1, G2
and G3 products, which are preassembled at the factory, shipped as a single
unit and “unfolded” at the job site.
Solar FlexRack / 888.380.8138 /
solarflexrack.com

ABB Announces
1,500 Vdc Components
One of the benefits of attending SPI is gathering information on upcoming PV industry advancements.
At this year’s event, ABB introduced a new line of 1,500
Vdc components designed to meet the
expected trend in the development of
1,500 Vdc nominal utility-scale PV power
plants. ABB’s new components include
disconnect switches, molded case
switches, contactors and surge protection
devices, as well as voltage and current
sensors. The devices carry various UL and/
or IEC certifications.

[Cary, NC]

ABB / 800.435.7365 / abb.com/solar

SMA America Introduces Inverter
Racking Solution
NEC 690.12 rapid-shutdown requirements are compelling string inverter manufacturers
to develop racking systems for inverters deployed
on commercial rooftops. Several manufacturers
displayed their rooftop racking solutions at SPI 2014.
SMA America introduced its preassembled and
prewired ReadyRack roof-mount racking solution for
commercial applications. The product is designed
for use with SMA’s 3-phase Sunny Tripower inverters.
The turnkey solution features preinstalled ground
braid cables, a prewired AFCI-compliant inverter,
ac and dc disconnects, and predrilled mounting holes. The Sunny Tripower’s OptiCool temperature
management system eliminates the need for an auxiliary fan or sun shield in exposed rooftop environments. Sunny Tripower TL-US inverters are available in 12 kW, 15 kW, 20 kW and 24 kW models. They
feature two independent MPP trackers and are suitable for both 600 Vdc and 1,000 Vdc applications.

[Rocklin, CA]

SMA America / 916.625.0870 / sma-america.com
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The TRIO. Goes anywhere. That’s why
it’s everywhere.

The ABB TRIO is a favorite of installers worldwide. Partly, because of scale — the TRIO serves
20KW rooftop mounts just as well as 30MW power stations. Partly, because of flexibility — the TRIO
comes with four wiring box options, accommodating the trickiest designs while eliminating the need
for expensive extra components. But increasingly, it’s because of the future: The TRIO is a NEMA
4X, smart inverter, compliant with NEC 2014, includes ramp rate and advanced dynamic reactive
power controls. So while our TRIO is valuable to installers today, it’s designed to be even more valuable
tomorrow. Sign up for the TRIO rebate program at www.abb-solarinverters.com/trio-rebate
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OutBack Introduces
Web-Based Monitoring
[Arlington, WA] OutBack Power’s new Optics RE soft-

ware provides installers and system owners with the ability
to easily monitor and control OutBack system operation,
performance and output via an intuitive dashboard from
any Internet-enabled device. Optics RE can reduce system
downtime and service calls, and provides users with more
control over and interaction with their energy production, storage and consumption. Most OutBack
equipment is compatible with Optics RE, with the exception of the MATE and MATE2 system display
and controller (for a complete list of compatible models and firmware numbers, contact OutBack
customer support).
OutBack Power / 360.435.6030 / outbackpower.com

Fronius Launches
Tigo Integrated
Inverter Line
Fronius USA and Tigo Energy have partnered to release the FE string inverter line, which incorporates technology from Tigo’s smart-module platform.
The FE inverter series features a
factory-embedded Tigo Maximizer
Management Unit (MMU) and
gateway to create a single-enclosure
solution that enables module-level
optimization and wireless monitoring. The FE series is compliant with
NEC 2014 rapid-shutdown requirements and includes Fronius’s IG
Plus Advanced arc-fault protected
string inverter line. These products
feature single-phase models ranging
from 3 kW to 11.4 kW rated output
and 3-phase 10 kW, 11.4 kW and
12 kW units.

[Portage, IN]

Fronius USA / 219.734.5500 /
		fronius-usa.com
Tigo Energy / 888.609.8446 / tigoenergy.com

Solar Power
International 2015
[Anaheim, CA] Before you know it, it will be
time for SPI again. After a four-year absence,
SPI will be back in California in 2015. Based on
the conference’s 2014 exhibitor and attendee
demographics in Las Vegas, landing the event
back on the West Coast will likely have a positive
impact. At SPI 2014, 31% of US-based exhibitors
were from California (Colorado, Ohio and Texas
were next on the list at 5% each), and 38% of
the attendees were Californians. Wherever you
are from, mark your calendars for Solar Power
International 2015 at the Anaheim Convention
Center on September 14–17, 2015.
Solar Power International / solarpowerinternational.com
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Structural Considerations for PV Installations on
Older Row Houses

W

hile Washington, DC, has a
vibrant PV market, streamlining the design and permitting process
has been a persistent challenge. As a
result, many installation companies
migrate toward standard designs in
terms of system topology and mounting method. This strategy helps
companies control costs, minimize
unforeseen challenges and achieve
predictable engineering and permitting results. It is challenging, however,
for companies to develop standardized design approaches suitable for
the more than 70,000 row houses that
comprise more than 25% of the housing stock in Washington, DC. These
row houses are typically two to three
stories above grade and 14–20 feet
wide. Similar housing stock is found in
many other US cities.
As a structural plan reviewer for
solar projects, I have evaluated hundreds of engineering plans for retrofitting residential PV systems. Here I
present some key considerations for
installations on older row houses. This
is intended as a high-level overview;
some issues are entirely unaddressed
and others could stand greater scrutiny. However, PV installation contractors, structural engineers and plan
reviewers can apply some of these
lessons learned to the older structures
prevalent where they work.
Unique Design Challenges
Standard approaches to retrofitting
PV systems on residential structures
are not well suited to the peculiarities of older row homes. Largely built
in the period between 1900 and
1940, row homes in Washington, DC,
present a unique set of design challenges. The roof framing is rarely up
to code, which raises concerns about

20
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connecting rail-mounted PV systems
to the rafters. Further, the nearly flat
roof slope, typically around 5°, is not
ideal for making dozens of roof penetrations. However, the light framing
typically also rules out the use of a
ballasted mounting system. The alternative mounting solution that many
designers commonly propose is to
suspend the PV system above the roof
by spanning between parapets.
Party walls and parapets. In
Washington, DC, row-house roofs are
separated by 12-inch-wide party walls
that extend above the roof about 6–8
inches as parapets. These are multiwythe brick walls—meaning that continuous vertical sections of brick are
laid next to one another to increase the
wall thickness. Roofing material generally extends up and over the parapet.
While torch-down modified bitumen
is a common modern roofing material,
many of these structures originally had
standing-seam metal roofs with coping
(a metal cap flashing) atop the parapet;

painted and patched variations of this
original roofing are still found in the
field. Often the parapet has wood cap
board, of uncertain and variable age,
on top of the brick and under the roofing or coping. The condition of these
components and the wall in general
can vary considerably, due in part both
to the effects of aging and to a wide
variation in the original materials and
build quality.
Parapet-to-Parapet Mounting
Because brick walls have very high
compressive strength—1,000 pounds
per square inch is a reasonable minimum value—parapets in older row
houses are attractive to solar contractors and structural engineers as a
means of supporting the PV array. The
general idea behind this approach is
that the array can be mounted on a
system of beams that span from parapet to parapet, as shown in Figure 1.
As long as the bearing surface of each
beam end is at least several square

Figure 1 Examples of parapet-to-parapet mounting schemes are shown here.
Typically, anchors embedded in the top of the 12-inch-wide parapet walls provide
uplift resistance for the roof-mounted PV array.

often cover the parapets. Further, it
is difficult to identify and account for
all of the layers of building materials—including roofing, cap board and
coping—that anchors may penetrate
before reaching the brick layers. Finally,
drilling holes in a brick wall often creates a certain degree of damage—such
as cracked bricks and broken mortar
bonds—which is compounded where
holes are drilled in close proximity to
one another. In a worst-case scenario,
this damage could undermine the compressive strength of the brick beyond
acceptable levels.
In spite of these issues, embedded anchors may still provide some
benefit. For example, these connections counteract lateral sliding forces,
which are generally smaller than uplift
forces. Since some strength is observed
even in tension, it may be reasonable for an engineer to assign modest
tensile strength, on average, to a set of
anchors—provided these are embedded
at a sufficient depth to engage several
courses of bricks, such as 10–12 inches
of brick embedment after penetrating the roofing and cap board. While

testing would be helpful in this regard,
such testing would likely require many
samples in a wide variety of walls, as
well as a large safety factor in practice.
Even in the absence of such data,
commentary in ASCE 5-11 associated
with Section 2.2.4 seems to allow an
approach that assigns modest tensile
strength to anchors embedded in the
top of a multi-wythe wall based simply
on the mass of any bricks directly
engaged by the anchors: “Net axial tension in unreinforced walls due to axially
applied loads are not permitted. If axial
tension develops in the walls due to
uplift of connected roofs or floors, the
walls must be reinforced to resist the
tension. Compressive stress from dead
load can be used to offset axial tension”
[emphasis added].
Quantifying the Problem
The loads transferred from a PV
system to the underlying building are
composed of several elements: the
dead load of the system itself (the
weight of the various materials and
equipment), snow loads, wind loads
and the resultant combinations of

Allowable Adhesive Bond Loads for Multi-Wythe
Solid Brick Walls
Nominal anchor
diameter
(inches)

/

3 8

½

/

5 8

¾

Effective
embedment
(inches)

Tension
(pounds)

Shear
(pounds)

6

895

680

10

1,325

795

6

895

1,075

10

1,455

1,115

6

1,025

1,405

10

1,955

1,445

8

1,575

1,985

13

2,135

1,985

Minimum
spacing
(inches)

Minimum
edge distance
(inches)

16

16

Da t a c o ur t es y Hi l t i

inches, compressive loading is unlikely
to limit the structural design of the
mounting system. The viability of
parapet-to-parapet mounting, therefore, depends on whether the design
addresses uplift loads in addition to
the compressive loads due to dead
weight and snow.
Resistance to uplift. I have reviewed
many row house projects where the
engineer had not properly accounted for
wind-related uplift loads. The most commonly proposed method of handling
uplift in parapet-to-parapet mounting
is to use some arrangement of bolts or
threaded rods installed in the top of the
parapets. Proposed embedment depths
are typically in the 4- to 18-inch range,
although some are specified as deep as
50 inches. In nearly every case, the bolts
or threaded rods are to be embedded in
injectable mortar or hydraulic masonry
cement, such as Rockite anchoring
cement or Hilti HIT-HY 70. The problem with these designs is that they do
not take into account the fact that row
homes have unreinforced masonry
walls. Section 2.2.4 of the Building Code
Requirements and Specifications for
Masonry Structures, published by the
American Society of Civil Engineers
(ASCE) as Standard 5-11, effectively
states that anchors embedded in the
top of a multi-wythe brick wall cannot
be considered to provide resistance to
uplift: “The tensile strength of [unreinforced] masonry shall be neglected in
design when the masonry is subject to
axial tension forces.”
Upon closer inspection, there are
other problems with this proposed
approach. First, load tables published
for adhesive anchor systems do not
apply to the specifics of the application, as shown in Table 1. In addition,
other issues in practice may lead to
an unreasonably wide range in anchor
tensile strength or to unpredictable and
nonlinear behavior. For example, it is
typically not possible to assess the quality of the wall materials or construction
methods, given that roofing materials

Table 1 Engineering data published by Hilti show very good tensile behavior for
threaded rod embedded in multi-wythe brick wall using its HIT-HY 70 injectable
mortar. However, these data assume that you have embedded the anchors in the side
face of the wall, not in the top of the wall. Further, they assume that you have installed
the anchors at least 16 inches from other anchors or the wall edge. The latter is obviously not possible when you are anchoring in the top of a 12-inch-wide wall.
solarprofessional.com | S O L A R P R O
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of structural designs for many years,
ASCE 7-10, which was published in
2010, is gradually replacing it. The
authors of the SolarWorld article
referred to earlier note that ASCE 7-05
largely follows the design principles of
allowable stress design (ASD), whereas
ASCE 7-10 represents a shift in design
principles toward load-resistance factor design (LRFD).
According to A Beginner’s Guide
to Structural Engineering, by Bartlett
Quimby (bgstructuralengineering.
com), one argument in favor of LRFD
is that it yields an equivalent factor of
safety that is “more consistent with
the probabilities of design” compared
to ASD. In other words, where a building is subjected to highly predictable
loads, LRFD generally results in a
lighter structure compared to ASD.
However, where a building is subject
to highly unpredictable loads—such

as live, seismic and wind loads—LRFD
generally results in a stronger structure compared to ASD. Sample calculations in SolarWorld’s article seem to
reinforce this conclusion. Assuming
the same system design details, uplift
load values are lower when calculated
according to ASD per ASCE 7-05 (15–
33 psf) compared to uplift load values
calculated using LRFD per ASCE 7-10
(26–64 psf).
Load Calculations
The following example is illustrative
only, as many variables depend on the
site or design, such as array height off
the roof. Row houses have features
that can result in reduced wind loading of PV systems. For example, if you
are considering wind loads on the roof
of a mid-row unit, typically only Zone
1 (interior field of roof) and Zone 2
(edge of roof) loading applies, as the

length of the row of houses effectively
eliminates higher Zone 3 (corner of
roof) wind loads. Trees and other
obstructions may also disrupt high
local forces.
In this case, I assume a wind uplift
load of –25 psf. Per ASCE 7, after determining wind uplift force, you incorporate this value into a load combination
analysis to identify the dominant combination of forces. The dominant uplift
load combination is most likely based
on dead load (D) and wind load (W) as
shown in the following equation:
Total uplift load = 0.6D + 0.6W

If D = 5 psf and W = −25 psf, then
the total uplift load = −12 psf (0.6 x
−20 psf). As a comparison, the C&C
uplift loads in IRC Table R301.2(2) are
−13.3 psf for Zone 1 and −15.8 psf for
Zone 2, assuming an effective wind
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Figure 3 In this example, the mounting systems from Figure 1 (p. 20) are modified so that you accomplish some anchoring using ballast materials.

area of 100 square feet and a basic
wind speed of 90 miles per hour per
3-second gust.
Assuming that the PV modules are
3 by 5 feet (15 square feet), then the
dominant uplift load combination on a
row of five modules equals −900 pounds
(75 ft2 x −12 psf). If the total array consists of three five-module rows, then the
total uplift amounts to 2,700 pounds.
However, since there are anchors on
either side of the array, the uplift loads
are 1,350 pounds per side of the array.
Anchoring the system. Once you calculate uplift loads, you must ensure
that the array is sufficiently anchored
to the building structure to resist
these loads. You can accomplish
this in several ways, such as using
masonry anchors in the parapets,
tie-downs (lag bolts) into the rafters,
ballast or a combination of anchor
types. Each of these approaches has
advantages and limitations.
With the use of masonry anchors,
the mass of the brick wall is the limiting design constraint. Therefore, you
want to tie a rigid PV structure to
the parapets repeatedly, deeply and
at reasonable intervals. To engage
several layers of brick, you likely need
24
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generally not adequate to handle the
downward loads associated with a
PV array, they provide considerable
tensile/uplift strength. For example,
a single 5/16-inch lag bolt embedded 2
inches into a rafter, as shown in Figure
2 (p. 22), can provide 400–500 pounds
of tensile strength. In my example,
three or four rafter tie-downs per array
side could provide all the necessary
uplift resistance. The downside to this
approach is that you have to penetrate
the roof. To minimize roof penetrations, you could use rafter tie-downs in
combination with masonry anchors; in
this scenario, you might need only one
lag bolt at each corner of the PV array.
Ballast is likely the most reliably
characterized design approach. For
example, solid 8-by-8-by-16-inch
concrete masonry units (CMUs) weigh
approximately 75 pounds each, which
means that 18 or 19 CMUs per side
could fully counteract the calculated
uplift. If you use the ballast in combination with masonry anchors, you only
need 7 or 8 CMUs per side. (The use of
some masonry anchors is advisable to
counteract sliding forces.) Some challenges are also associated with using
ballast in this application. Doing so
likely requires some modification to the

to embed threaded rods at a depth of
10–12 inches. (The choice of anchoring
cement is likely not critical.) To reflect
best engineering practices—for example, ASCE 5 Section 1.17.3 assumes a
45° projected shear area per anchor
bolt—place these anchors at an interval
distance of about twice their depth. In
this case, that amounts to a spacing of
20–24 inches between anchors.
Per the commentary on ASCE 5-11
Section 2.2.4, it is reasonable
to ascribe a net uplift/tensile
resistance of 50–80 pounds per
anchor based on the compressive weight of the brick above
the anchor. Assuming 80
pounds of uplift resistance per
anchor, installing ten anchors
per side of the array would
result in a net uplift resistance
of 800 pounds per side. While
this offsets a substantial fraction of the calculated uplift
load (1,350 pounds per side), it
does not entirely counter the
uplift. A thoroughly engiVisibility Where street-level visibility is an issue in
neered approach will require
historic districts, it may be possible to recess the
additional uplift resistance.
array and the ballast material within the parapets,
While row-house roof
as shown here.
rafters themselves are

parapet-to-parapet mounting system,
as shown in Figure 3. The ballast materials may also introduce shading that
requires mitigation.
In both Figure 1 (p. 20) and Figure
3, I show two common module
mounting approaches. The mounting
methods on the left use a monolithic
flat array; the mounting methods on
the right use a tilted sawtooth design.
While you could also tilt up the entire
15-module array as a single flat plane,
the wind uplift forces on this “sail”
would be considerably larger than
those discussed here.
Additional considerations for
minimizing the chance of failure. First,

because wind loads are uneven,
increasing the effective wind area
decreases the associated wind loads
on a pounds-per-square-foot basis.
A larger array provides more area for
countervailing forces—where wind
uplift in one area is countered by

wind downloads in another area—to
reduce maximum loads. Note that
this applies only if all of the rows are
stiffly connected to one another, so
that the PV array functions as a single
structural element.
Second, a structurally stiff array
allows counter-uplift elements—
such as ballast, lag bolts or masonry
anchors—to load-share, meaning that
more anchors can counteract a given
uplift point load. This is somewhat
analogous to the effective wind area
issue, except that it involves spreading net uplift across multiple anchors
as opposed to spreading variable
wind loads across a greater surface
area. Structural rigidity is the key to
enabling load sharing.
Third, a PV array is not a continuous membrane. There are gaps
between rows and columns through
which air pressure behind the modules
will equalize with the pressure in front

of the modules. To the degree that
this equalization can happen quickly,
this permeable quality can reduce net
loading. Permeability, in this case, is
a function of both the size of the gaps
in the array and the size of the volume
of air behind it. For example, larger
gaps will facilitate faster equalization.
Similarly, a smaller volume of air will
equalize more quickly than a larger
one. In other words, an array mounted
closer to the roof will generally experience lesser loads than one that is
mounted higher off the roof.
The views expressed here are the
author’s alone, and do not represent the
policy of the DC government or agents
thereof. The images included are schematic and illustrative in nature and may
not reflect all engineering considerations.
—Keith Winston / Green Building
Program / Department of Consumer and
Regulatory Affairs / Washington, DC /
dcra.dc.gov
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Rapid Shut
for PV Systems
Understanding NEC 690.12

The 2014 edition of the National Electrical Code
added rapid-shutdown requirements for PV systems on
buildings with the goal of allowing first responders to
quickly and easily control the PV system circuits leaving
a roof-mounted array.

A

ccording to market data that the Solar Energy
Industries Association (SEIA) and GTM
Research published in September 2014, there
are more than 500,000 rooftop PV systems
installed in the US. Bloomberg estimates
that integrators installed roughly 3 GW of
rooftop PV capacity on some 200,000 homes
and businesses in the last 2 years alone. Due to the proliferation of rooftop solar installations, the regulatory agencies
and entities responsible for developing codes and standards
have increasingly scrutinized the potential hazards associated with PV systems mounted on buildings, especially
with regard to firefighter safety. This scrutiny has resulted
in new fire and electrical code requirements pertaining to
roof-mounted PV systems. While the solar industry may not
welcome the additional regulation, collaborating with the
26
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fire service to establish a positive long-term working relationship is critical.
In this article, I attempt to demystify one of the most
controversial of these new code requirements—namely, NEC
2014 690.12, “Rapid Shutdown of PV Systems on Buildings.”
To explain the historical context that led to these rapidshutdown requirements, I begin with a brief background on
the jurisdictional efforts to enforce fire regulations specific to
roof-mounted PV systems. I then explore the technical difficulties associated with protecting firefighters from energized
conductors on the dc side of a PV power system, as this establishes the need for rapid-shutdown requirements. Finally, I
deconstruct the language in 690.12 and consider its intent
and implications. In the process, I provide examples of some
equipment configurations that meet these requirements in a
variety of real-world applications.

Co u r te sy S M A A m e r ic a

down

By Bill Brooks, PE

History of Fire Regulations
Fire service concerns about PV systems are not new, but
they have increased significantly over the last 6 or 7 years.
Los Angeles was the first large jurisdiction in the US to
enforce PV system fire regulations. In early 2007, the Los
Angeles Fire Department published a set of restrictions for
commercial and residential PV systems. These guidelines
limited the size of array sections to 50 feet in any dimension and required 4-foot setbacks on all four sides of each
array section. Further, the guidelines required “quick-release
type” module-mounting hardware, which was subject to fire
department approval but otherwise undefined.
Responding to this regulation by a major municipality, in
July 2007 the California Solar Energy Industries Association

(CALSEIA) began working with the California Department of
Forestry and Fire Protection (CAL FIRE) to develop consensus on PV installation guidelines. Together, CALSEIA and CAL
FIRE’s Office of the State Fire Marshal put together a task force
consisting of fire service and solar industry stakeholders, building code officials, and codes and standards experts. This task
force developed installation guidelines for roof-mounted PV
systems that CAL FIRE published in April 2008 as recommendations for framing local ordinances (see Resources).
While the CAL FIRE Solar Photovoltaic Installation
Guideline does not have the force of law, the 2012 editions of
the International Fire Code (IFC) and NFPA 1 Fire Code subsequently codified its major provisions related to array layout
restrictions. (See these SolarPro articles for more information: “Commercial Rooftop PV Arrays: Designing for Fire Code
Compliance,” August/September 2014; “Pitched Roof Array
solarprofessional.com | S O L A R P R O
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Rapid Shutdown

Improved control To control the PV system circuits leaving this rooftop, firefighters would have to coordinate the operation
of 37 rooftop disconnect combiners. If you were to install the same system using contactor combiners with control circuits
for rapid shutdown, first responders could simultaneously de-energize all the PV output circuits from ground level.

Layout for Fire Code Compliance,” November/December 2014.)
The CAL FIRE Guideline also includes circuit routing and system marking recommendations codified in NEC 2011 690.4(F)
and 690.31(E), respectively.
Since the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) publishes NFPA 70, National Electrical Code, it should come as no
surprise that the association emphasizes minimizing the risks
and effects of fire and takes a particular interest in firefighter
safety. For example, Code Making Panel 4 (CMP4) also added
NEC 690.11, “Arc-Fault Circuit Protection (Direct Current),” to
Article 690 during the 2011 revision cycle. While arc-fault protection requirements mitigate fire initiation hazards associated
with arcing faults, they do nothing to eliminate the shock hazard that PV power circuits present to first responders. Similarly,
while the circuit routing and labeling requirements in NEC 2011
help first responders to identify energized PV power circuits,
they do not mitigate the associated shock hazards.

Controlling PV System Circuits
Firefighters are accustomed to encountering roof-mounted
electrical equipment, particularly on low-slope commercial roofs. However, PV systems are unlike conventional ac
28
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electrical equipment in terms of size, electrical characteristics
and prevalence on residential roofs. As rooftop PV systems
have become increasingly common in the built environment—
especially in California, Hawaii, Massachusetts, New Jersey and
other major US solar markets—demand has increased for firefighter training resources, such as CAL FIRE’s Fire Operations
for Photovoltaic Emergencies (see Resources), to educate first
responders about PV power systems.
One of the first questions asked at firefighter trainings is:
“How can we shut the PV system down so that we won’t get
shocked when responding to an emergency?” Unfortunately,
there is no simple answer to this question, given the way most
PV systems are designed and deployed today. Using rooftop dc
disconnects to control PV power circuits is inherently problematic. The rapid-shutdown requirements for PV power systems
on buildings address this problem.
Problem with dc disconnects. One of the first activities that
firefighters perform when responding to a fire in a structure
is to control the energy utilities. Often this involves closing a
gas shut-off valve and opening an ac service disconnect. Many
fire departments have sought to address the shock hazard
associated with PV system circuits in an analogous manner
by requiring rooftop dc disconnects in an attempt to eliminate that source of power. However, dc C O N T I N U E D O N P A G E 3 0
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Rapid Shutdown

PV power circuits and conventional ac circuits are not analogous, and the differences can be life threatening. Though rooftop dc disconnects are important to the process of shutting
down and isolating a PV array, they generally stop the flow
of current only and do not provide voltage isolation as they
would in a utility-supplied ac power system.
Requiring a rooftop dc disconnect seems like a simple and
logical approach to shutting off a PV system. However, opening
this disconnect does little, if anything, to reduce shock hazard.
In fact, you could argue that opening a rooftop dc disconnect
provides firefighters with a false sense of security that could
increase the likelihood of an electrical shock. Since turning off a
rooftop dc disconnect in a PV system does not de-energize the
conductors on either side of the switch, NEC 690.17 requires the
following warning label on dc disconnects:
WARNING: ELECTRIC SHOCK HAZARD.
DO NOT TOUCH TERMINALS.
TERMINALS ON BOTH THE LINE AND LOAD SIDES
MAY BE ENERGIZED IN THE OPEN POSITION.
Many PV systems are still dangerous even after you open
a rooftop disconnect because there are typically power

Follow us...

Call Today!
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sources on both sides of the switch. On the one hand, the
PV power source energizes the conductors on the PV array
side of the switch during daylight hours, typically at voltages
greater than 300 Vdc and up to 1,000 Vdc in nonresidential
applications. On the other hand, the PV output side of the
switch is often connected to the dc input bus of an inverter,
which is another potential source of power. This side of the
switch remains energized as long as PV output circuits are
connected in parallel at a subarray or inverter-input combiner. For example, in a scenario where 15 dc disconnects
are installed on a commercial rooftop—one at the location of each source-circuit combiner box—if an emergency
response team leaves only one of these 15 in the on position,
that could leave all array wiring fully energized and potentially lethal. Even where there are no parallel-connected PV
power circuits, large dc input capacitors at the inverter may
keep this side of the switch energized long after responders
open the rooftop disconnect.
Though the fire service stakeholders who developed
the CAL FIRE Guideline discussed rooftop dc disconnects
at great length, representatives from the solar industry
clarified that these would have little impact on improving safety for first responders. As a result, the published

Guideline does not include requirements
related to rooftop dc disconnects. However,
the rationale for this intentional omission
was not published in the Guideline, which
has led some jurisdictional authorities and
fire departments to adopt additional local requirements
for rooftop dc disconnects.
In fact, while stakeholders were revising content from the
CAL FIRE Guideline for inclusion in the 2012 IFC, a consultant for the fire service developed language requiring dc disconnects as a means of de-energizing PV power circuits. This

C ou r te sy F re e do m So l a r

NEC 2014 compliant These nine SMA
Sunny Tripower inverters, which provide dc
arc-fault circuit protection per 690.11, process power from and are installed within 10
feet of a 186 kW roof-mounted PV array. As
a result, the PV system circuits beyond the
array area are controlled in accordance with
690.12 simply by interrupting ac power to the
interactive inverters.

proposal was withdrawn only after the Solar America Board
for Codes and Standards (Solar ABCs) sent the consultant
an 11th-hour communication—subsequently published as
Appendix A to the report “Understanding the CAL FIRE Solar
Photovoltaic Installation Guideline” (see Resources)—pointing out that PV power systems could shock or electrocute
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Rapid Shutdown

690.12 Rapid Shutdown of PV Systems on Buildings
PV system circuits installed on or in buildings shall include a
rapid shutdown function that controls specific conductors in
accordance with 690.12(1) through (5) as follows.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
(5)

Requirements for controlled conductors shall apply
only to PV system conductors of more than 1.5 m
(5 ft) in length inside a building, or more than 3 m
(10 ft) from a PV array.
Controlled conductors shall be limited to not more
than 30 volts and 240 volt-amperes within 10 seconds
of rapid-shutdown initiation.
Voltage and power shall be measured between any
two conductors and between any conductor
and ground.
The rapid-shutdown initiation methods shall be
labeled in accordance with 690.56(B).
Equipment that performs the rapid shutdown shall
be listed and identified.

Note that this language originally appears in Proposal 4-110
of The National Electrical Code Committee Report on Comments
(ROC) along with a lengthy substantiation. The substantiating
32
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comments are well worth a read if you are looking for a pointby-point breakdown of the deliberations and research that
led to the published rapid-shutdown requirements. As with
any new Code requirement, understanding the intent of the
language in NEC 690.12 will not only help system integrators
deploy compliant solutions, but also assist enforcement entities with permitting and inspection.

Understanding Rapid Shutdown
The primary objective of NEC 690.12 is to provide emergency
response personnel with a comprehensive and effective
means of controlling PV power circuits installed on or in
buildings in a manner that eliminates the false sense of security associated with using rooftop dc disconnects. While the
Fire Safety Task Group initially proposed module-level shutdown as a solution, the revised language essentially requires
combiner-level shutdown near the array.
NEC 690.12 clarifies the types of PV systems that must comply with rapid shutdown, the circuits that the shutdown process must control, the maximum allowable voltage on these
circuits, the maximum allowable time frame to accomplish
shutdown, the system labeling requirements and the product
listing requirements. The language intentionally does not specify what type of device you should use to initiate rapid shutdown or where you should locate it. Since the Code language
is an installation requirement and not an instruction manual,
here I address some of the frequently asked questions regarding
rapid shutdown.
Which systems must comply? As stated in the section title,
rapid-shutdown requirements apply to PV systems on buildings. If you are installing a roof-mounted C O N T I N U E D O N P A G E 3 4
Inherently compliant PV systems deployed using ac
modules or module-level microinverters—like the SMA
Sunny Boy 240-US micros shown here—are inherently
690.12 compliant.

Co u r t es y S u l li v an S ol a r P o w er

first responders if firefighters did not properly coordinate
the operation of these disconnects. Clearly, a more comprehensive shutdown system is necessary to truly address firefighter safety.
Need for rapid shutdown. Fire service representatives
are justifiably concerned about the inherent shock hazard that most PV power systems present first responders.
Therefore, the NFPA established a Firefighter Safety Task
Group within CMP4 to specifically address this issue for
NEC 2014. This task group’s primary contribution to the
National Electrical Code Committee Report on Proposals was
Proposal 4-253, which recommended the creation of a new
code section, 690.12, that would apply to roof-mounted systems and address the de-energization of PV power circuits.
The task group originally proposed that NEC 690.12
require module-level shutdown for roof-mounted PV systems.
This would have left only the module wiring and the internal
conductors energized in the event of a utility outage or manual PV array shutdown. While this language provided first
responders with a way to quickly and easily control PV power
circuits on a building in the event of an emergency, solar
industry representatives objected to the requirements, arguing that module-level technologies were not mature enough
for widespread adoption.
Three stakeholder groups subsequently worked together
to rewrite NEC 690.12. This process included the PV Industry
Forum, SEIA’s Codes and Standards Working Group, and the
CMP4 Firefighter Safety Task Group. The resulting proposal is
the language published in NEC 2014:
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Rapid Shutdown

the roof instead, the maximum uncontrolled conductor length
is 10 feet. No scenario permits you to add these allowable conductor lengths together; the maximum uncontrolled conductor length is 10 feet.
What is the maximum allowable controlled circuit voltage?

During rapid shutdown, you must limit voltage on controlled
conductors to no more than 30 volts. Per the ROC substantiation, the stakeholders who developed NEC 690.12 chose a
30-volt limit for two reasons. First, this is the touch-safe voltage limit for wet locations, established by various national and
international standards. Second, this voltage level allows for
the use of 24-volt control circuits, such as those used to control
contactors in combiner boxes.
What is the allowable time frame? You must achieve safe
voltage levels in control circuits within 10 seconds of rapidshutdown initiation. Per the ROC substantiation, the 10second requirement is intended to allow dc-side capacitor banks to discharge by means other than contactors and
shunt-trip breakers. Verifying compliance with this time
limit requires some diligence on the part of the designer,
plan checker or inspector. The good news is that some inverters—typically transformerless string inverters—can meet this
10-second limit without further mitigation. The bad news is
that other inverters—typically transformer-isolated string
inverters and larger central inverters—cannot meet this
10-second limit without some method of controlling voltage
from the capacitor banks.
To complicate matters further, some vendors already have
a capacitor-bank control method integrated into their inverters, while others do not. For example, Solectria’s central inverters have a contactor in series with each of the fused inputs
in its inverter-integrated subcombiners; when these contactors open, the subarray inputs are isolated from the capacitor

Rapid-shutdown
initiator If loss of ac power
does not automatically initiate rapid shutdown, system
integrators need to install a
manual rapid-shutdown initiation switch—such as Bentek’s
Rapid Shutdown Controller (left)
or MidNite Solar’s Birdhouse
(right)—to turn off the array and
any battery-backup circuits.
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PV system subject to NEC 2014, the rapid-shutdown requirements clearly apply to your project. If you are installing a
ground-mounted or similar system where none of the PV system components or circuits contacts a building, the rapidshutdown requirements do not apply.
This does not mean that all ground-mounted PV systems are exempt from rapid-shutdown requirements. Where
PV system circuits from a ground-mounted PV system are
physically attached to or penetrate a building, you should
apply NEC 690.12. However, in this case, the conductors on
or entering the building are subject to rapid shutdown, but
the conductors off the building are not. Note that underground conductors that travel under buildings are not considered to be “on or in buildings.” Where buried conductors
come up into a building, you are allowed to run them a distance of 5 feet from the point of penetration through the
floor before installing a disconnecting means.
Which circuits must the shutdown system control? The
rapid-shutdown requirements apply to “PV system circuits,” which includes both dc and ac circuit conductors. In utility-interactive PV systems, the primary
rapid-shutdown objective is to control the dc PV power
circuits, as you control the ac circuits associated with
the PV system by opening the connection to the utilitysupplied service, which is a standard emergency response tactic. In a stand-alone system or an interactive system with battery
backup, the rapid-shutdown system must also control any ac
circuits that remain energized in the absence of utility power.
As stated in 690.12(A), you must control the PV circuit
conductors within 5 feet of entering a building or 10 feet of the
array. If you install PV source-circuit conductors in metal conduit that directly enters the attic of a building, you must control
those conductors within 5 feet. If you route your conduit across

bank. Some other inverters have large capacitor banks that
take several minutes to de-energize to a safe voltage level
and do not have any internal contactors. If an inverter cannot meet the 30-volt and 10-second limits and does not have
an integrated isolation device, system designers need to add
a control method external to the inverter to comply with NEC
690.12. If you are not sure whether you need to disable a particular inverter’s capacitor bank, contact the manufacturer’s
applications engineering department.
What labeling must you apply? NEC 690.56(C) specifies the
identification requirements for facilities with rapid shutdown.
A permanent plaque or directory must include the following
wording and capitalization:
PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM EQUIPPED
WITH RAPID SHUTDOWN
The plaque or directory must be reflective, with white letters at least 3/8 inch in height against a red background. Ideally,
you should locate the rapid-shutdown labeling where it is most
beneficial to firefighters, and it should include simple instructions about how to perform the shutdown.

What are the product listing requirements? Per NEC 690.12(5),
rapid-shutdown equipment must be “listed and identified.”
This language allows for the use of off-the-shelf products
listed for PV applications, including inverters, microinverters, ac modules, dc-to-dc converters, contactor combiner
boxes, rapid-shutdown systems and so forth. It also permits
other off-the-shelf electrical products—such as contactors,
motorized switches and shunt-trip breakers—as long as you
use these in accordance with their listings and the manufacturer’s instructions.
Some solar industry stakeholders have argued that AHJs
should not enforce rapid-shutdown requirements, basing their
argument on language in Article 90: “This Code may require
new products…that may not yet be available at the time the
Code is adopted. In such event, the authority having jurisdiction may permit the use of the products, constructions or materials that comply with the most recent previous edition of this
Code adopted by the jurisdiction.” This is an incorrect application of 90.4. NEC 690.12(5) does not require the use of products
listed and identified specifically for rapid shutdown—in which
case 90.4 would apply—or even listed and identified specifically for PV systems. You can deploy many listed products in
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ways clearly “suitable for the specific purpose, function, use,
environment, application”—per the definition of “identified”
in Article 100—to enable rapid shutdown.
What about the rapid-shutdown initiator? NEC 690.12 does
not specify where you should locate the initiating device or
what type of device you must install. This lack of detail is
intended to provide system integrators and AHJs with the
flexibility to adapt rapid-shutdown solutions to the complexities of the built environment. While the best location for a
rapid-shutdown device and the required label is typically at
or near the service equipment, the fire service may have preplanned emergency response tactics for some large commercial or industrial buildings that favor a different location.
One of the simplest ways to initiate rapid shutdown is to
set it up to occur automatically upon loss of ac power. This
is why NEC 2014 does not require a specific type of rapidshutdown initiation device. If you install a roof-mounted
residential microinverter system or a commercial PV system
using roof-mounted string inverters located within 10 feet
of the array, you do not need any special equipment to initiate rapid shutdown; you can accomplish this function simply by interrupting utility-supplied power to the inverters.
Some companies have developed various rapid-shutdown
switches, and claim that rapid shutdown requires these
extra switches. However, you have to install an extra rapidshutdown switch only when you need to turn the array off
by some means other than loss of utility power, as with battery-backup systems or inverters equipped with a daytime
backup-power outlet.
NEC 690.12 does not specify how many buttons, switches
or movements of the hand are allowed to complete rapid
shutdown. Ideally, the process should only require one

action. As written today, however, the language in 690.12
provides system integrators and AHJs with the flexibility to
consider alternatives. Note that if the system design requires
more than one action to initiate rapid shutdown, the 10-second time limit still applies. Therefore, where systems are
deployed with more than one initiation device or switch, they
should all be in close proximity so that emergency personnel
can de-energize all of the PV system circuits on the building
within 10 seconds. Further, labeling must clearly identify all
of the initiation devices and all of the steps required to complete rapid shutdown.

Compliance in Real-World Scenarios
There are many ways to meet the intent of NEC 690.12 and
improve firefighter safety in emergency response situations.
I intend the following examples not as an exhaustive list of
all possible 690.12-compliant solutions, but rather as a representative list of how to use existing PV products for rapid
shutdown. I have organized these examples according to
application: residential, commercial and battery backup.
However, these are general rather than absolute distinctions.
While solutions involving module-level power electronics
are more likely to appear in residential applications in the
short term, there is no reason you could not deploy them in
commercial applications as well—or even in an ac-coupled
battery-backup application.
RESIDENTIAL APPLICATIONS
Most residential PV systems use microinverters or ac modules,
dc-to-dc converters or string inverters. You can deploy any of
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Module-level control Many dc-to-dc converter systems are well suited to provide rapid-shutdown functionality. For
example, SolarEdge power optimizers can control voltage at the module level, and a Nationally Recognized Testing
Laboratory has verified that its inverters can also meet the 30-volt and 10-second limits in 690.12.
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PV array

Contactor combiner (loss
of ac power actuates contactor)

Inverter
Existing exterior
service panel
DC switch (loss of ac
power actuates switch)
Inverter acequipment
disconnect

these options in a manner that complies with NEC 690.12. In
addition, one residential string inverter scenario does not
require additional equipment to meet 690.12.
Microinverters and ac modules. PV systems installed using
microinverters or ac modules inherently comply with 690.12.
Loss of ac power immediately de-energizes all PV system
circuits outside the array area(s); only circuits internal to
the module and conductors between modules and external
microinverters remain energized. At present, Enphase Energy
leads the microinverter market, which includes vendors such
as ABB (Power-One), APS America, Darfon, ReneSola and
SMA America. While ac modules currently have a smaller
market share than microinverters, they are available from LG
Electronics (Mono X ACe module) and SolarBridge’s TrueAC
module vendor partners.

WEB EXCLUSIVE
To download detailed diagrams of 690.12-compliant residential, commercial and battery-backup system configurations,
visit the online version of this article at solarprofessional.com.

For load-side–connected microinverter or ac module systems without battery backup, the simplest way to initiate rapid
shutdown is to turn off utility-supplied power to the building.
This not only is cost effective, but also coordinates well with
standard emergency response practices. First responders can
initiate rapid shutdown by opening the main service disconnect or opening the PV system disconnecting means. In the former case, you could install the plaque or directory used to fulfill
NEC 690.56(C) at the main service. Additional wording could
direct emergency personnel to open the service disconnect to
initiate rapid shutdown.

Capacitor-bank isolation If an inverter
cannot meet the 30-volt and 10-second
limits in 690.12, you need to install a
switch to isolate the capacitor bank. In
this example, the installer has mounted
a contact combiner in an attic within 5
feet of entering the building and a string
inverter in the garage, along with ac
and dc disconnects. Loss of ac power
in this scenario actuates both the dc
switch and the source-circuit contactor combiner. If you wanted to use the
dc disconnect as the rapid-shutdown
initiator, this device would also have to
remotely activate the switch in the attic.

DC-to-dc converters. Because dc-to-dc converters can control
voltage at the array, these systems are well suited to accomplish
rapid shutdown. However, they are compliant only if they meet
the 10-second time limit, which is largely a result of inverter
selection. For example, SolarEdge offers complete power conversion systems combining module-level dc-to-dc converters
with proprietary transformerless string inverters that a nationally recognized testing laboratory (NRTL) has verified can provide rapid shutdown. Not only is rapid shutdown available in
all SolarEdge inverters, but installers can also upgrade existing installations to add this functionality. Other vendors, such
as Tigo Energy, supply dc-to-dc converter solutions that are
inverter agnostic. If you select one of these solutions, you must
verify compliance with NEC 690.12.
For example, Trina Solar’s Trinasmart modules integrate
dc-to-dc converters from Tigo Energy into the module junction box. Trinasmart modules can therefore control voltage
within the array so that only circuits internal to the module
remain energized in the event of an emergency. If you install
Trinasmart modules with an inverter that meets the 30-volt
and 10-second time limits, then the installed system is 690.12
compliant. However, if you install Trinasmart modules with
an inverter that does not bleed down under 30 volts or otherwise isolate the capacitor bank within 10 seconds, then the
installation is not compliant—unless you also install an external contactor or similar device to control the voltage source
at the inverter.
String inverter systems. You need additional hardware to
bring conventional string inverter systems into compliance
with NEC 690.12. At a minimum you must install a contactor combiner or similar device in a manner that controls dc
circuits in accordance with 690.12(1)—within 10 feet of the
array or within 5 feet of entering a building—along with control circuits to actuate the contactor. Further, if the inverter’s
capacitor-bank voltage does not drop below 30 volts within
solarprofessional.com | S O L A R P R O
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10 seconds, you must add a contactor or switch to isolate the
capacitor bank.
Emergency responders can initiate rapid shutdown in
string inverter systems manually using a dc disconnect or a
rapid-shutdown controller; alternatively, the systems can shut
down automatically upon loss of ac power. If a dc disconnecting means at the inverter initiates rapid shutdown, this switch
must also activate a switch or contactor within 10 feet of the
array or 5 feet of entering the building. Where loss of ac power
remotely activates both of these switches, the service disconnecting means can serve as the rapid-shutdown initiator for
the PV system if labeled per 690.56(C). Where a dc disconnect
initiates rapid shutdown, you should locate this device and
the inverter it controls near the service equipment, and you
must label it per 690.56(C).
The relative cost and complexity required to facilitate
rapid shutdown in string inverter systems varies based on
inverter selection. For example, Bentek has developed a rapidshutdown system, consisting of a ground-level Rapid Shutdown Controller and a roof-mounted 2- or 3-string Rapid
Shutdown Module that works with transformer-isolated or
transformerless inverters. It is relatively cost effective to use
this rapid-shutdown system with an inverter that meets the
30-volt and 10-second limits, such as ABB (Power-One)
UNO series inverters or SMA America TL-US series inverters. However, costs increase if the system requires two Rapid
Shutdown Modules, one at the roof-mounted array and another
at a ground-level inverter. MidNite Solar and SolarBOS also
provide rapid-shutdown solutions for residential string
inverter applications. SMA America is working on a proprietary rapid-shutdown system that is compatible with its TL-US
series inverters equipped with Secure Power Supply outlets.

No additional equipment required. NEC 690.12 allows installers
to run uncontrolled PV system circuits a maximum of 10 feet
beyond the array area. Therefore, if it is possible to install a PV
system so that the conductor length between the array and the
inverter is less than 10 feet, the system is compliant with NEC
690.12. For example, imagine a roof-mounted array installed
on a single-story ranch home with a wall-mounted inverter
directly below the array area. If the conduit run between the
array and the inverter is less than 10 feet, this residential string
inverter system does not require any remote switches or contactors to comply with 690.12.

COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS
Most commercial systems use a centralized architecture with
large central inverters or a distributed architecture with multiple 3-phase string inverters. System designers can adapt either
of these basic design options to comply with NEC 690.12.
Central inverter systems. Designers typically position highcapacity central inverters at ground level because of their large
size and weight. This results in long uncontrolled PV outputcircuit conductor runs off the roof. In this scenario, designers
can comply with NEC 2014 requirements by specifying contactor combiner boxes that provide arc-fault protection per 690.11,
rapid-shutdown capabilities per 690.12 and the dc combiner
disconnect requirement per 690.15(C). Bentek, SolarBOS and
Solectria Renewables are a few of the vendors offering listed
source-circuit combiners with these capabilities.
Where you use roof-mounted contactor combiner boxes to
comply with 690.12, you also have to install control circuits for
these devices. The normally open contactor in the combiner
will remain closed as long as you apply a 24 V signal to the
device; if you interrupt the 24 V control circuit, the contactor
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Normally open contactors Contactors are the most common type of remotely actuated switch used in PV systems today. Bentek’s Rapid Shutdown Module (left) places contactors in line with PV source-circuit conductors to provide rapidshutdown functionality for string inverter systems. Larger contactor combiner products—such as the AFCI combiner from
SolarBOS (center) or Solectria Renewable’s ARCCOM (right)—place contactors in line with PV output-circuit conductors and
are designed to add arc-fault protection and rapid-shutdown functionality to central inverter systems.
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building and the PV system design, the best location is typically in close proximity to the main service equipment.
Wherever you locate the rapid-shutdown device, it must
control the battery-backup circuits as well as the PV array circuits. The technical solution used to control the battery-backup
circuits may vary depending on the distance between the batteries and the inverter.
String inverter rack For installations on low-slope roofs,
system integrators can use string inverter mounting kits,
such as Advanced Energy’s proprietary 3TL horizontal
mounting kit (top), SMA America’s custom ReadyRack
(center) or Bentek’s universal PowerRack with optional sun
shade (bottom), to distribute string inverters across an array
instead of contactor combiners.
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will open. Pay special attention to verify that shutdown disables the large capacitor banks at the ground-level inverters
in less than 10 seconds. Firefighters can initiate rapid shutdown manually using a dc disconnect or a rapid-shutdown
controller, or it can occur automatically upon loss of ac power.
In the latter case, firefighters can use the main service disconnecting means to initiate rapid shutdown for load-side–connected PV systems, or the PV system disconnecting means to
initiate rapid shutdown for supply-side–connected systems.
3-phase string inverter systems. Due to the cost and complexity of designing NEC 2014–compliant central inverter systems—
a combiner capable of providing dc arc-fault protection and
rapid-shutdown functionality can cost twice as much as a standard disconnecting combiner—system integrators are increasingly installing 1,000 Vdc-rated, 3-phase string inverters, which
range in capacity from 15 kW to 60 kW, on low-slope commercial rooftops in place of dc combiners. As long as you install
these 3-phase string inverters within 10 feet of the array, the system complies with 690.12. Once firefighters interrupt utility-s
upplied power, which they can accomplish without any remotely
activated switches, no uncontrolled conductors remain further than 10 feet from the array. However, all of the dc circuits
within the array remain energized. For load-side–connected
systems, firefighters can initiate rapid shutdown by opening the main service’s disconnecting means; for supply-side–
connected systems, they must open the PV system’s disconnecting means.
Many inverter vendors—including ABB, Advanced Energy
(via its REFUsol acquisition), Chint, Fronius, SMA America
and Solectria Renewables—offer 3-phase string inverters with
integrated arc-fault protection that you can install directly
on low-slope commercial roofs. Increasingly, integrators are
installing these 3-phase string inverters at a moderate tilt
angle (5°–30°) on low-profile inverter racks and distributing them throughout the array in lieu of dc combiners. Many
inverter and BOS vendors—including Advanced Energy, AET,
Bentek, Shoals Technologies Group and SMA America—now
offer string inverter mounting kits for low-slope roofs, attesting to the popularity of this design strategy.
SYSTEMS WITH BATTERY STORAGE
Battery storage adds a layer of complexity to the rapidshutdown process. Most battery storage systems are
designed to power selected loads during a utility power outage. Since standby power is the battery’s primary function,
actuating rapid shutdown on loss of utility power defeats the
battery’s purpose. Therefore, battery-based systems need a
rapid-shutdown initiator that does not depend on loss of
ac power. This independent shutdown initiator could be a
simple on/off or control switch, such as a push button that
controls remotely actuated switches. While the location for
this initiation device ultimately depends on the project, the
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Battery-storage
system Rapid shutdown is more complex for stand-alone
systems or systems
with multimode inverters. For example,
MidNite Solar’s rapid
shutdown system uses
a Birdhouse controller
(see p. 34) to simultaneously open a shutoff
box at the array (left)
and a remote trip
breaker at the battery
(right).

Batteries more than 5 feet from inverter. Where integrators
install batteries more than 5 feet from the connected inverter,
a new requirement in NEC 2014 690.71(H) calls for a batterybank disconnecting means “at the energy storage device end
of the circuit.” In this scenario, you can install a remotely
actuated switch at the battery bank to meet the requirements
of both 690.12 and 690.71(H). During the rapid-shutdown
process, both the roof-mounted switch for the array and
the battery-bank disconnecting means open to de-energize
all of the PV system circuits, including the backup power
circuits. Since battery-based inverters do not have input
capacitance, the voltage of the inverter–input circuit will
drop below 30 volts as soon as you disconnect the battery
and turn off the utility ac power. As with utility-interactive
PV systems without battery storage, the ac circuit between
the utility service and the inverter automatically shuts down
upon loss of utility power.
Batteries within 5 feet of inverter. Where integrators install
batteries within 5 feet of the inverter, NEC 690.71(H) does
not require a disconnecting means at the battery bank. In
this scenario, designers have two options for controlling
the backup-power circuits to meet 690.12. They can install
a remotely activated switch in the battery circuit, or they
can install a remotely activated ac switch in the stand-alone
inverter-output circuit. Either of these options will power
down the PV system circuits that would otherwise remain
energized upon loss of utility-supplied power.

Future Perfect
The NEC 2014 rapid-shutdown requirements represent a substantial change in PV system design and deployment—and a
significant step forward in PV system safety. As with all new
NEC requirements, it will take some time for system designers
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and installers to learn how to meet rapid-shutdown requirements in a range of applications; it will also take time for
plan checkers and inspectors to learn how to enforce 690.12.
The first step is to determine which conductors you need to
control. Once you have established this, you can evaluate the
means of control. As I have illustrated, some PV system design
strategies inherently comply with 690.12, while others require
additional equipment.
Dozens of stakeholders participated in the process that
culminated in the NEC 2014 rapid-shutdown requirements,
and many stakeholders are similarly engaged in the process
of improving 690.12 as part of the 2017 revision cycle. While
it is far too early in the Code-making process to predict
what the revised section will ultimately look like, two proposals have broad stakeholder support. The International
Association of Firefighters has proposed revising 690.12 to
require module-level control, which may provide the highest level of safety for its members. SEIA has proposed a more
detailed and restrictive version of the existing combinerlevel control provisions.
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As safety requirements for PV systems
change, balance of system manufacturers
are playing an increasingly important role in
the solar industry ecosystem.

of DC Combiners
By David Brearley

As

recently as 8 years ago, it was not
uncommon for system integrators
to build combiner boxes in the field.
This practice went away under NEC
2008, as the Code-making panel revised 690.4(D) to require
that source-circuit combiners intended for use in PV power
systems be “identified and listed for the application.” To
comply, system integrators had to use source-circuit combiners listed to UL 1741. Today, these listing requirements
apply to all dc combiners.
More recent Code changes have further influenced the
design and construction of listed dc combiners. For example,
the Code-making panel added general requirements for fuseservicing disconnecting means in 690.16(B) of NEC 2011 and
more specific requirements for roof-mounted dc combiner
disconnecting means in 690.15(C) of NEC 2014. It also added
dc arc-fault circuit protection requirements in 690.11 of NEC
2011 and rapid-shutdown requirements in 690.12 of NEC 2014.
The revised ground-fault detection and interruption requirements in 690.5(A) of NEC 2014 also have implications for dc
combiners used in PV systems deployed with central inverters.
To get a feel for how dc combiners and PV system design
practices are evolving in light of these new Code requirements, I reached out to equipment vendors and system
engineers. The following responses address changes in the
dc combiner market, popular product features, challenging
Code requirements, cost concerns and new products or features on the horizon.

On Balance
> We published our last combiner box article in
2011. How has the market for dc combiners
changed in the last 3 years? What dynamics are
driving those changes?
“We have seen a significant change in design and certification
requirements for dc combiners. Balance of system (BOS) products are no longer left to the installer’s discretion on-site. Engineers, developers and contractors are looking at BOS products
as an integral part of the overall system and are requiring products that carry third-party certification. Further, as PV projects
have increased in capacity, the throughput of dc combiners
has increased accordingly. Code requirements are also driving
demand for circuit-breaker PV output-circuit combiners. Circuit breakers are a reliable and cost-effective means of providing overcurrent protection for high-value equipment, as well as
a disconnecting means at the inverter input.”
—Patrick Kane, product manager, Eaton
“Large system integrators used to be hesitant to use combiners
with disconnects. Now, the largest integrators all use disconnect combiners. The dynamic driving that decision is system
operation and maintenance (O&M). While O&M was rarely
discussed 3 years ago, there are entire conferences dedicated
to the topic today. The market for PV output-circuit combiners
is also greatly changed. Prior to NEC 2011, it was rare to come
solarprofessional.com | S O L A R P R O
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“There have been many significant
changes over the last 3 years. UL 1741
was revised, allowing us to list 1,000
Vdc–rated products to the standard.
We now have access to 100% loadbreak–rated, enclosed and deadfront switches listed to UL 98B that
enhance system reliability and safety.
UL also created a new product safety
standard specifically for distributedgeneration wiring harnesses. UL 9703
allows us to develop multistring wiring harnesses with inline fuseholders
that can reduce electrical BOS costs.
For example, we noticed that many
That’s so NEC 2008 The use of nonIntegrated disconnect Section 690.15(C)
of the fuses we previously sold with
disconnecting combiners, like this one
in NEC 2014 requires a load-break–rated
our combiner boxes were rated at
from Shoals Technologies Group, is
disconnect within 6 feet of a rooftop15 A, even though the fuseholders in
decreasing due to the introduction of
mounted dc combiner. This is most easily
those same boxes were rated at 30 A.
fuse-servicing disconnect requirements accomplished using a disconnect comThis led to our developing the inline
in NEC 2011.
biner, such as this one from Bentek.
fuse assembly. By combining source
circuits in the field, we are able to
reduce
the
number
of
homerun
conductors going back to the
across PV output-circuit combiners with disconnects or circuit
combiner
box,
and
we
can
use
30
A fuses in the fuseholders.
breakers. Now most combiner manufacturers offer both fusedThis
design
approach
reduces
both
the physical size of the
disconnect and circuit breaker options for these products.”
combiner
box
and
the
amount
of
wire
used in the field. The
—Bill Brooks, PE, principal, Brooks Engineering
industry has also completely shifted from copper to aluminum dc feeders.”
The increased deployment of
—Jason Whitaker, chief technology officer, Shoals Technologies
Group
ungrounded and 1,000 Vdc PV arrays
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switch. This change was Code driven
and makes it safer for technicians
installing or servicing the system.”
—Tom Willis, director of sales,
AMtec Solar

has led vendors to design and list more
dc combiners for these applications.
—Marvin R Hamon, Hamon Engineering

“One of the biggest changes we have implemented is the use
of dc circuit breakers in lieu of fuses in our recombiner [PV
output-circuit combiner] boxes and cabinets. Circuit breakers allow end users to reset tripped circuits without replacing
expensive fuses, which reduces spare parts inventory costs.
Some inverter manufacturers are also moving away from
using fuses at the inverter input bus. The market has also transitioned to using 1,000 V–rated PV source-circuit combiners
with an integral 250 A or 400 A load-break–rated disconnect
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“We have seen most commercial and practically all utilityscale PV systems transition from 600 to 1,000 Vdc. Developers and integrators looking to reduce costs are primarily
driving the move to 1,000 V–rated systems and components.
More recently, we have started to see the impact of new Code
requirements, such as arc-fault protection and rapid shutdown. These requirements come into play where jurisdictions have adopted the 2011 or 2014 edition of the NEC.”
—Claude Colp, applications engineer, Solectria Renewables
“The increased deployment of ungrounded and 1,000 Vdc
PV arrays has led vendors to design and list more dc combiners for these applications. But these applications also
play to the strengths of 3-phase 480 Vac string inverters.
System integrators are regularly using C O N T I N U E D O N P A G E 4 6
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Circuit-breaker recombiner
Since circuit breakers provide disconnecting means as
well as resettable overcurrent
protection, circuit breaker PV
output-circuit combiners, like
this one by AMtec Solar, are
gaining market share.

inverters that output direct to 480 Vac. This transition is driven
in part by the availability of high–power-density transformerless
string inverters and in part by AHJs starting to enforce new Code
requirements. When AHJs first started to adopt NEC 2011, they
did not enforce the dc arc-fault circuit-protection requirements in
690.11 because listed products were not available. That is no longer
the case. Also, some jurisdictions are already enforcing the rapidshutdown requirements in NEC 2014.”
—Daniel Sherwood, director of product management,
SolarBOS

transformerless string inverters for commercial systems up to
500 kW in capacity. I have even seen string inverters used for
systems in the 2 MW range.”
—Marvin R Hamon, PE, principal, Hamon Engineering
“We are seeing the biggest changes in the commercial market.
Commercial project designers are moving away from central
inverters in favor of using multiple 1,000 V–rated 3-phase string

“The biggest drivers of change in the combiner market are the
requirements for dc arc-fault circuit protection and rapid shutdown. At first, the lack of commercially available and highly
reliable dc arc-fault circuit interrupter (AFCI) products stalled
the enforcement of 690.11 and the implementation of this technology. As soon as listed products were available, AHJs became
less lenient and started requiring dc AFCI per Code. On the one
hand, central inverters generally cannot provide dc arc-fault
protection and need AFCI combiners—which can cost twice as
much as standard dc combiners—to meet 690.11. On the other,
most string inverters can perform the dc AFCI function. Since
string inverters were already positioned as a cost-effective
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Arc-fault combiners Listed dc arc-fault combiners are available from vendors including SolarBOS (left) and Solectria
Renewables (right). Though dc arc-fault protection has proven
challenging to implement without nuisance tripping, real-world
performance is improving over time—as was the case with
the introduction of ac arc-fault protection devices.

alternative to central inverters, dc arc-fault protection requirements have tilted the scales in favor of string inverters.”
—Randy Batchelor, systems technology engineer,
Borrego Solar

“We look at the commercial and utility market sectors independently, as each has a unique set of needs. Changes in the
commercial market sector are largely driven by new Code
requirements such as arc-fault protection and rapid shutdown.
To meet these needs, we have introduced 16- and 24-string
dc combiners with arc-fault protection and rapid-shutdown
capabilities for PV systems that use central inverters. We have
also developed an easy-to-install low-slope roof mounting rack
for 3-phase inverters in conjunction with some of the largest
inverter manufacturers in the world. System integrators can
use our PowerRack to install 3-phase string inverters within 10
feet of a commercial roof-mounted PV array as a cost-effective
means of providing rapid shutdown per NEC 2014; these inverters also provide dc arc-fault protection.
“Changes in the utility market sector are primarily driven
by the need to reduce installation costs on larger and larger
projects. To meet the needs of this market, we have introduced
products designed to reduce field installation time. For example, we sell cable harnesses and dc combiners with integrated
cable whips that can save hours of installation time per combiner box.”
—John Buckley, executive sales and marketing, Bentek
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Rapid shutdown
Bentek designed
this Rapid Shutdown
System for PV systems
deployed using string
inverters. A single Rapid
Shutdown Controller
(left) can control up to
four 2- or 3-string Rapid
Shutdown Modules
(right).

> What are the most popular dc combiner products
and product features today? To what extent does
that vary based on the adopted NEC edition?
“Based on how many non-disconnecting combiners we sell,
price is extremely important. System integrators primarily use non-disconnecting combiners in jurisdictions that
have not yet adopted NEC 2011. While combiners used to be
simple—an enclosure, source-circuit overcurrent protection
devices (OCPDs) and some power distribution lugs or busbars—that is changing as jurisdictions start to enforce new
Code requirements. Many states have already adopted NEC
2014, which effectively requires more complex and sophisticated dc combiners.”
—Robin Gudgel, president, MidNite Solar

The products we use vary substantially based on the Code cycle a
particular jurisdiction enforces and
whether the application is roof or
ground mounted.
—Randy Batchelor, Borrego Solar

“Tilt-out, touch-safe fuseholders are standard for sourcecircuit combiners, as they have been for years. Disconnecting means for these combiners are either manual or
remote-actuated contactors. The 2014 Code cycle is the first
edition to require load-break–rated disconnects on sourcecircuit combiners for roof-mounted PV systems [690.15(C)].
However, the use of disconnect combiners, both on and off
the roof, has been a best practice in the industry for many
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years. PV output-circuit combiners are commonly fuseddisconnect or circuit breaker units, unless contactor combiners are employed at the source-circuit combiner level.
These changes are due to the fuse-servicing requirements
introduced in NEC 2011 690.16(B).”
—Bill Brooks, Brooks Engineering
“Integrated disconnecting means are a popular dc combiner
product feature due to the convenience a disconnect provides during commissioning and servicing activities. There
are also important safety benefits associated with having
disconnects in the array field. NEC 2014 requires that combiner boxes have many smart features—such as arc-fault
protection and rapid-shutdown functionality—beyond simply providing a location for OCPDs.”
—Tobin Booth, chief executive officer, Blue Oak Energy
“The products we use vary substantially based on the Code
cycle a particular jurisdiction enforces and whether the
application is roof or ground mounted. If an AHJ enforces
NEC 2008, we use standard dc combiners in all applications.
Where NEC 2011 applies, we deploy roof-mounted systems
that provide dc arc-fault protection, but use standard dc
combiners in ground-mounted applications. In jurisdictions that have adopted NEC 2014, we provide dc arc-fault
protection in all applications and rapid shutdown for roofmounted systems. While BOS vendors offer many optional
product features—such as blown-fuse indicators, integrated
wire whips and surge protection—we feel these optional features generally increase up-front costs without adding much
value in terms of lowering the levelized cost of energy. So
we tend to go with the most stripped-down product version
and use compression lugs for PV output-circuit conductors.
For PV output-circuit combiners, however, we like the 100%rated circuit breaker option, because the additional cost of
breakers compared to fused disconnects is generally more

“While requirements vary somewhat based on jurisdiction
and Code cycle, our customers are typically interested in 1,000
V–rated disconnecting combiners with fiberglass enclosures.
Fiberglass enclosures are popular because they are lightweight and nonconductive, and can be mounted in virtually any position due to their environmental rating. Integral
disconnects provide an easy and cost-effective way to meet
Code requirements. Customers are also looking for ways to
improve on-site productivity. This means that our combiner
boxes often include factory-drilled holes or factory-installed
connectors or wire whips.”
—Patrick Kane, Eaton

do not need to use third-party dc combiners in residential
string inverter systems. However, system designers may need
to incorporate a remote-actuated roof-mounted switch into
these systems to comply with 690.12. As a result, we have
released a Rapid Shutdown Module [a pass through wiring
box] with source-circuit contactors specifically for stringinverter systems where circuits are combined at the inverter
input. We have also introduced source-circuit combiners with
PV output-circuit contactors.”
—John Buckley, Bentek

Hardwired feedback
MidNite Solar’s rapidshutdown system,
which is controlled
using the Birdhouse
shown here, incorporates hardwired audible
and visual feedback
to tell first responders
when a PV system is
de-energized.

C o u r te s y M i dN it e S o la r

“Arc-fault combiners and 3-phase inverter racks are popular in the commercial sector where AHJs enforce the 2011 or
2014 Code cycle. The rapid-shutdown requirements in NEC
2014 have also created residential market demand for contactor-based BOS components. Typically, system integrators

“It is a hodgepodge market. Most AHJs require dc arc-fault
protection now for roof-mounted projects. While commercial
projects with central inverters need arc-fault combiners, commercial or residential projects with string inverters do not. We
still sell a lot of standard disconnect combiners for residential,
commercial and utility applications.”
—Daniel Sherwood, SolarBOS
“The most popular features we see in combiner boxes today
are 1,000 Vdc ratings, dc arc-fault protection and rapidshutdown capabilities. Some of our proprietary BOS solutions, such as the recently released ARCCOM combiner, are
optimized to work exclusively with Solectria inverters. Typically projects that fall under the 2011 or 2014 NEC editions
make use of these new products. We also work with leading BOS vendors—such as Bentek, Shoals and SolarBOS—to
increase the options available to our customers.”
—Claude Colp, Solectria Renewables
“Where jurisdictions have adopted the 2014 Code cycle,
even ground-mounted systems need to have dc arc-fault
protection. This is driving up not only the initial cost
of combiner boxes, but also the cost of installation and
solarprofessional.com | S O L A R P R O
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“Landed and modified boxes are very popular with our customers. We specialize in taking work out of the field and putting it into a controlled manufacturing environment. We can
simplify field installation for our customers by prelanding
pigtails or wiring harnesses, or preinstalling cable glands or
mounting struts. Our most popular off-the-shelf product is
a 400 A, NEMA 4 combiner box that takes advantage of our
inline fuse assemblies and has room to land up to two 750
MCM conductors in parallel.”
—Jason Whitaker, Shoals Technologies Group

Inverter-output
combiner Some
system integrators
have started installing 3-phase string
inverters on lowslope roofs as a way
to meet dc arc-flash
and rapid-shutdown
requirements in commercial applications.
This has created
market demand for new ac combiner solutions such as
Bentek’s AC PowerBUSS, which is shown here mounted at
a tilt using the company’s Inverter PowerRack.

than offset by associated wire size reductions. Since stringlevel monitoring has proven cost prohibitive, we always use
zone-level monitoring.”
—Randy Batchelor, Borrego Solar

Combiner killer? Though the company is a leading supplier of dc combiners today,
Shoals Technologies Group believes that custom parallel wiring harnesses and dc feeder
assemblies with inline fusing—a short section of which is shown here—will soon displace
these products in the large-scale project market.

maintenance. To help reduce product lead times and costs,
we are working with our supply chain, researching new components and standardizing on one enclosure size.”
—Tom Willis, AMtec Solar

Counterbalance
> Which of the new Code requirements has proven
the most difficult to meet or implement using
dc combiners?
“The biggest challenge is meeting dc arc-fault protection
requirements without nuisance tripping. It is very complex to
design a product that differentiates between a dc arc-fault signature and inverter switching noise.”
—Patrick Kane, Eaton

The 2014 Code specifically calls for
arc-fault protection even on utility
ground-mount projects, which seems
like regulatory overreach to me. Who
is going to suffer if there is an arc fault
on some large PV power plant in the
middle of the Mojave Desert or on top
of a concrete-capped landfill?
—Daniel Sherwood, SolarBOS

“It is challenging to implement dc arc-fault protection. A device
may work under a specific set of circumstances in the laboratory, but that laboratory-designed device may not actually work
in the real world due to minor circumstantial changes.”
—Tobin Booth, Blue Oak Energy
“We have found that dc arc-fault detection products available
today are either too sensitive or not sensitive enough, which
50
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results in nuisance tripping, failure to trip or both. It is also
costly to integrate these products into dc combiners and attain
UL certification.”
—Tom Willis, AMtec Solar
“Everyone working on dc arc-fault detection has run into the
issue of interference and external noise resembling that of a
series arc. Early dc arc-fault detection systems would trip if
someone walked in front of a module and changed the current of the string. We have come a long way since those early
systems by creating specific algorithms designed to differentiate between normal inverter noise and a series arc-fault
signature. While there is still more refinement taking place
throughout the industry, everyone involved is motivated to
create a robust solution.”
—Claude Colp, Solectria Renewables
“Providing dc arc-fault protection is by far the most challenging Code requirement to meet. Most arc-fault detection
circuits rely on frequency domain analysis to detect the highfrequency noise generated by an arcing fault. The problem is
that PV arrays are generally connected to inverters that are a
potential source of high-frequency noise. Every inverter has
a different noise signature, and some are noisier than others.
It took us a long time and a lot of engineering hours to come
up with a dc arc-fault detection scheme that we are comfortable deploying with almost every inverter model without
worrying about nuisance tripping. But the minute you think
you have the nuisance trip problem solved, someone comes
out with a new inverter. The 2014 Code specifically calls for
arc-fault protection even on utility ground-mount projects,
which seems like regulatory overreach to me. Who is going
to suffer if there is an arc fault on some large PV power plant
in the middle of the Mojave Desert or on top of a concretecapped landfill?”
—Daniel Sherwood, SolarBOS
“DC arc-fault protection is challenging due to both the noisy
electrical environment and the fact that dc combiners are
located between the current source and the load. Listed arcfault combiners generally detect arcing faults only in the PV
source circuit and not in the PV output circuit. This leaves the
PV system only partially compliant with the NEC.”
—Marvin R Hamon, Hamon Engineering

C o urte s y Sho a l s Te c hno l o g i e s Gro up
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“Rapid shutdown is the most challenging new Code requirement. Fortunately, we saw the writing on the wall back in
2009 and began working on remotely actuated disconnecting
combiner designs. We started over many times and put a lot
of thought into the operation of our rapid-shutdown system,
which we had to develop in the absence of a dedicated UL
product safety standard. For example, we integrated hardwired feedback that tells first responders when PV system
circuits are actually controlled per 690.12. While this was a
major design challenge, we consider positive feedback an
essential safety feature for rapid-shutdown systems that use
disconnecting combiners.”
—Robin Gudgel, MidNite Solar
“To provide dc arc-fault detection and rapid shutdown, we
are primarily using 3-phase string inverters in commercial
roof-mounted applications subject to NEC 2014. One of the
most challenging design problems is how to meet rapidshutdown requirements where we cannot place string
inverters within 10 feet of the array. For example, SMA Sunny
Tripower series inverters have a dual MPPT input and normally come with an ungrounded, split-bus six-string combiner—the Connection Unit 1000-US. Since SMA does not
offer a contactor combiner, we worked closely with our BOS
supplier to develop a unique product with four contactors in
it that we could place near the array to meet rapid-shutdown
requirements. Then we worked with SMA to verify that the

dc arc-fault protection function in its Tripower inverters
would still operate properly in this configuration.”
—Randy Batchelor, Borrego Solar
“New Code requirements have introduced a fresh set of design
challenges. But improving system safety ultimately benefits
the PV industry as a whole. Technically, it is not difficult to
meet the new requirements per se. The real challenge is
improving safety while minimizing the associated costs and
maintaining production efficiency.”
—Jason Whitaker, Shoals Technologies Group

> Do you think that adding cost and complexity to
dc combiners will cause the market to move away
from these products?
“No, the Code is requiring additional cost and complexity. Often the combiner box is the only practical place to
locate an arc-fault detection circuit or is the only piece
of equipment you can locate close enough to an array to
meet rapid-shutdown requirements. I am more concerned
that the 2017 Code cycle could require module-level rapid
shutdown, as this would significantly drive up costs while
providing only an incremental improvement in the level of
safety. Worst of all, those extra costs would hit the solar
industry the same year that the federal tax credits are
scheduled to drop from 30% to 10%.”
—Daniel Sherwood, SolarBOS

Co u r t es y E a t on

“No, market demand is driving increasing cost and complexity. Changes in Code
requirements will open up new opportunities for dc combiner manufacturers and
stimulate demand for new products.”
—Marvin R Hamon, Hamon Engineering

The need for speed Especially on large-scale projects, system integrators
and owners are constantly looking for ways to increase installation and operational efficiencies. These custom disconnecting combiners by Eaton address
some common pain points. For example, combiners with prelanded wire
whips (left) allow installers to make field connections more quickly, whereas
combiners with viewing windows (right) allow service technicians to visually
check fuse-indicator status without opening enclosures.

“As customers require increasingly sophisticated dc combiners, we will focus on
developing solutions that enhance safety
and value—even as design complexity
increases.”
—Patrick Kane, Eaton
“Yes, we are already seeing the market
move away from dc combiners. We have
customers today who are using 3-phase
string inverters with built-in arc-fault protection on systems as large as 5 MW. Just
3 years ago, the North American market
used string inverters only in residential and
small commercial applications.”
—Tom Willis, AMtec Solar
solarprofessional.com | S O L A R P R O
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“To some degree, yes. While systems of less than 5 MW in
capacity [could move away from these products], I believe dc
combiner boxes will continue to serve as the major component
for dc source-circuit aggregation in utility-scale solar farms.”
—Tobin Booth, Blue Oak Energy
“Yes, the additional cost of dc combiners means they will make
up a larger percentage of the overall electrical BOS costs. Further, the complexity of new combiner boxes requires more
maintenance and care, which means that the cost of O&M labor
will also increase. Ultimately, the industry will look for ways to
cut out this cumbersome means of delivering dc power to the
inverter station. In the next year, we will see a lot of innovation
in how power is harnessed and connected to the inverter.”
—Jason Whitaker, Shoals Technologies Group
“The commercial rooftop market is moving away from using
multiple roof-mounted source-circuit combiners and large
ground-mounted PV output-circuit combiners in favor of
using one dc combiner per string-inverter input. While
source- and output-circuit combiners are still used in groundmounted systems, many companies are using inline fusing
instead of source-circuit combiners. Another design option is
to use a combination of inline fusing with source-circuit combiners run at higher current levels. A source circuit can have
multiple strings in parallel. In fact, this practice was common
20 years ago, and the industry is gravitating back in this direction because it may make financial sense. The jury is still out
as to whether this trend will last. The market is closely scrutinizing the reliability and cost implications of designs that use
inline fusing, and the final decision will likely come down to
O&M considerations.”
—Bill Brooks, Brooks Engineering
“I see numerous things happening in the industry that are
forcing the market in the direction of microinverters. But if
microinverters do not last through their warranty period,
[relying on them] could ultimately give the industry a black

The pending reduction in the
federal Investment Tax Credit will be a
catalyst for integrators to identify new
cost-cutting opportunities. As a result, it
is likely that we will see a trend toward
1,500 V PV systems.
—Claude Colp, Solectria Renewables
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Systems over 1,000
volts Expect to see
higher PV utilization
voltages in the future,
as allowed in Part IX
of Article 690. A 1,500
Vdc–rated disconnecting
combiner from AMtec
Solar is shown here.
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eye. The complexity of combiners has gone crazy in the past
few years. Commercial installations will need arc-fault combiners for central inverter systems. This [requirement] will
likely force designers to use string inverters that provide arcfault protection. We have spent 4 years working on arc-fault
combiner designs and still do not have a product on the market. This R&D is a major expense for a combiner manufacturer. If companies cannot quickly fix product designs that
meet UL but do not work properly in the field, then nuisance
tripping could drive them out of business.”
—Robin Gudgel, MidNite Solar
“Absolutely. We are already shifting designs toward string
inverters. This is driven in part by the fact that 3-phase
string inverters provide dc arc-fault protection and in part by
concerns about using more-complex combiners, which are
more expensive and potentially less reliable. We are also looking at ways to otherwise reduce the need for dc combiners,
such as using wiring harnesses or shifting to 1,500 V systems.”
—Randy Batchelor, Borrego Solar
“As NEC requirements evolve, BOS components evolve to
meet them. For example, when it comes to the new rapidshutdown requirements in 690.12 of NEC 2014, ac modules
and microinverter systems have an inherent advantage over
conventional string or central inverter systems. A traditional
dc combiner cannot meet the rapid-shutdown requirement,
and more-complex dc combiners are not usually cost competitive. So we designed our Rapid Shutdown System, which
consists of a Rapid Shutdown Controller located at the service entrance and a Rapid Shutdown Module located within
5 or 10 feet of the array. This is a viable rapid-shutdown solution for residential systems or commercial systems where
you cannot install string inverters on the roof.
“While BOS components will continue to evolve, there is
a dichotomy in the market. On the one hand, the NEC continues to tighten system safety requirements. On the other, the

market demands lower-cost PV systems. So the challenge for
system integrators is figuring out how to design systems that
can cost-effectively meet more stringent Code requirements.
This dichotomy is the reason why system integrators are
installing 3-phase string inverters on commercial rooftops.
Based on the total cost of ownership, this design strategy
is generally the best way to provide dc arc-fault protection.
Further, if you mount these string inverters within 10 feet of
an array, which you can accomplish using our RapidRack,
then the installed system also meets 690.12.”
—John Buckley, Bentek

Balancing Act
> How will dc combiners and related BOS evolve
over the next 3 to 5 years? What new products
and product features do you expect or want to see
going forward?
“The pending reduction in the federal Investment Tax Credit
will be a catalyst for integrators to identify new cost-cutting
opportunities. As a result, it is likely that we will see a trend
toward 1,500 V PV systems. We may also see commercially
viable energy storage solutions come to market over the next
3 to 5 years. This will transform the entire industry, in part by
removing obstacles associated with higher levels of PV penetration. Hybrid solar plus storage systems will also enable new
business models, such as peak demand shaving for businesses.
Module-level shutdown is also a real possibility, given the 2017
Code proposals and conversations. This would represent a fundamental change in inverter and PV system architecture.”
—Claude Colp, Solectria Renewables
“Large combiners will all have contactors for rapid shutdown
and dc arc-fault protection. However, the market for these
products may shrink as transformerless string inverters take
over the commercial market.”
—Robin Gudgel, MidNite Solar
“In light of the new NEC 2014 rapid-shutdown requirements—
and the more stringent requirements projected for NEC
2017—we may see increased demand for remotely actuated
disconnecting combiners with contactors. However, if 690.12 is
revised to require module-level rapid shutdown as part of the
2017 cycle of revisions, that would significantly reduce the need
for remotely actuated disconnecting combiners.”
—Marvin R Hamon, Hamon Engineering
“For commercial-scale and roof-mounted projects, we see a
future where dc optimizers may greatly reduce our dc BOS
costs or where string inverters and microinverters shift the

BOS costs from the dc side of the system to the ac side. This
change is already happening, with string inverters taking a
major market share and platforms such as SolarEdge and tenK
Solar gaining traction in the commercial market. NEC 2017
will have more-restrictive requirements for rapid shutdown,
which could result in a shift to module-level power electronics
even for large commercial systems on rooftops. In addition to
meeting the more restrictive rapid-shutdown requirements, dc
optimizers can reduce the need for combiner boxes by increasing the number of modules per string; dc optimizers also place
arc-fault protection at the module, which eliminates the need
for dc arc-fault protection at the combiner.
We also expect that NEC 2017 will allow for engineering
supervision on large-scale PV systems that are not installed
on buildings. If so, we do not expect to see dc arc-fault protection deployed in ground-mounted PV systems of more than
5 MW in capacity. We expect that wiring harnesses will
become increasingly prevalent in these types of PV systems,
possibly eliminating the need for traditional combiners.”
—Randy Batchelor, Borrego Solar
“We think that dc combiners will ultimately become obsolete.
Shoals has developed and listed a patent-pending combinerless dc solution where the dc feeder serves as the ‘combiner’
component. The deployment of this large-format cable assembly at sites that use central inverters—coupled with the increasing use of string inverters—spells the beginning of the end for
dc combiners in commercial- and utility-scale PV arrays.”
—Jason Whitaker, Shoals Technologies Group
“We are starting to get into products on the ac side of the
inverter. As string inverters and microinverters become more
popular, there is an increased demand for products such as
ac switches and ac panels to combine the output of multiple
inverters. There is also room for improvement with rapidshutdown equipment. We have some ideas in the works for
ways to make it work better and cost less.”
—Daniel Sherwood, SolarBOS
“We expect that ac BOS products will displace some traditional dc combiner products. System integrators are increasingly installing 3-phase string inverters on commercial
rooftops. This creates market demand not only for invertermounting racks, but also for new ac combiner products that
can aggregate the outputs of multiple 3-phase inverters prior
to a connection at a low-voltage transformer or a service
panel. For example, our AC PowerBUSS product can combine
the outputs of up to 12 commercial 3-phase string inverters.
It has a NEMA 4 enclosure, which means that integrators can
use our RapidRack mount to install the AC PowerBUSS on
low-slope roofs alongside roof-mounted string inverters. As
we have all seen, system safety requirements can change a lot
solarprofessional.com | S O L A R P R O
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Engineering supervision
NEC 2014 expanded
dc arc-fault protection requirements to
include ground-mounted
PV arrays, such as the
one shown here using
SolarBOS AFCI combiners. However, the 2017
Code cycle may leave
this decision up to engineering supervision for
large-scale (over 5 MW)
PV systems not mounted
on buildings.

in just a few years. But BOS vendors do not have the organizational inertia of a PV module or inverter OEM, which allows
our company to design and release products in months that
would take an OEM years to bring to market. This speed to
market is essential as it allows us to satisfy the current and
future needs of system integrators, engineers and installers in
ways that module and inverter OEMs cannot.”
—John Buckley, Bentek
“I expect the residential market to transition to ac modules
with built-in arc-fault detection and module-level rapid
shutdown. Meanwhile, we are going to see even larger utility projects of 1 GW or more operating at 1,500 Vdc. These
computer-controlled PV power plants will be able to open or
close subarray blocks, store PV energy when grid operators
do not need it, deliver stored energy to the grid on demand
or divert energy from the grid to the storage system. Sensors
will detect arc faults, ground faults, reverse voltages, under
voltages and unintended voltages. There will be sensors built
into each module that will talk to an automatic cleaning system, which will clean the panels as needed. Since our core
expertise is in engineering, we are well positioned for these
changes and the systems of the future. We have revamped
our manufacturing operation and are evaluating new components with our supply chain partners.”
—Tom Willis, AMtec Solar
“I expect to see more control and reporting features for combiner boxes. We are just beginning to see sophisticated control and system operation capabilities for PV systems.”
—Tobin Booth, Blue Oak Energy
“Inverters seem to be getting larger and larger in groundmounted applications. There is a practical limit on the
54
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maximum inverter capacity in large-scale systems, though that
limit varies based on operating voltage. Massive pressure to
reduce construction and O&M costs will largely drive innovation in these systems. While cost is king in large projects, it is
interesting to note how the definition of cost has evolved over
the last few years. For example, 3 years ago the lowest cost of
construction was king. Today, the lowest lifecycle cost is king.
In other words, designers and owners have realized that system costs are more accurately represented when operational
costs are evaluated along with up-front costs. Inverters in roofmounted applications, however, seem to be getting smaller and
smaller. While there may be a practical limit on the minimum
inverter capacity that is optimal for roof-mounted systems,
other factors impact this market. Most notably, these systems
must comply with rapid-shutdown requirements for PV systems on buildings. Refinements or changes to 690.12 will drive
BOS innovation and component selection in rooftop systems
for the next 3 to 5 years.”
—Bill Brooks, Brooks Engineering
“To support PV project economics, it is critical that we continue to drive productivity improvements during installation
and maintenance, while providing compact configurations
for higher-capacity projects. The solutions that are helping
support these efficiencies include integral mounting, preterminated ‘plug-and-play’ cable harnesses and whips, fast
turnaround on custom designs and more-robust connections
inside combiner boxes to reduce maintenance.”
—Patrick Kane, Eaton
g C O N TAC T
David Brearley / SolarPro magazine / Ashland, OR /
david.brearley@solarprofessional.com / solarprofessional.com
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SWITCH

From the Forum

Array-to-Inverter Power Ratio
The following dialogue is from a recent thread on SolarPro’s technical discussion forum in response to the article “Optimizing
Array-to-Inverter Power Ratio” (October/November 2014). Visit solarprofessional.com/forum to join the conversation.
Original post from Greg Smith (technical trainer at SMA America): Great article!
Array-to-inverter sizing has always been a
hot topic, and dc-to-ac ratios are always a
source of spirited conversation. My opinion
is that clipping isn’t a bad thing—until it is.
SolarPro (David Brearley): Thanks,

C ou r te sy S M A A m e r ic a

Greg. Do you think that the optimal
dc-to-ac sizing ratio is different for an
inverter mounted on a roof versus one
that is mounted on a north-facing wall?
It seems to me that NEC 2014 encourages more roof-mounted inverters. If
that’s the case, I’m curious how that
influences the general trend toward
higher inverter loading.
Greg Smith: I’m not sure this is a

sizing-ratio consideration as much as an
inverter mounting location issue. If an
inverter is roof mounted with a high sizing ratio, then there might be a chance
of inverter derating since an inverter
with an oversized array runs longer at
higher-output power levels. But that is
highly dependent on the cooling concept of the inverter.
Your comment alludes to 690.12
[“Rapid Shutdown of PV Systems on
Buildings”], which is a different consideration. Deploying string inverters
on commercial rooftops definitely
benefits future firefighters. Assuming
string inverters are roof mounted within
10 feet of the array, the system should
provide rapid-shutdown functionality
per 690.12.
Our Sunny Tripower inverters have
had a lot of success in the commercial
rooftop arena over the last year. These
inverters can be roof mounted at a 15°
angle, as shown in the above photo,
which is ideal for low-slope roof applications. We expect that demand will
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Low-slope roof mounting Mounting this SMA Sunny Tripower in direct sunlight
rather than the in shade may impact energy yield, since an inverter’s maximum continuous output power is temperature dependent. However, this mounting method
will not impact the manufacturer’s product warranty.

increase for these products as more
states adopt NEC 2014 and enforce
rapid shutdown.
While we always recommend keeping direct sunlight off inverters for the
sake of yield, these inverters were specifically designed for the rooftop environment. Many installers take advantage of
this fact without adding the expense of
a shade cover. Installing these inverters
on the roof in direct sunlight is not a
warranty issue.
Marvin R Hamon: Keep in mind that
690.12 is a work in progress. In NEC 2017,
it’s likely that either the uncontrolledconductor zone will shrink much closer
to the array or conductor isolation
will go to the module level. There are

competing interests that will battle it
out in the Code-making panel. I would
be quite surprised if we still have the
10-foot zone to work with after 2017.
Greg Smith: It is my opinion that the

evolution of 690.12 will probably depend
on how firefighters—and other stakeholders involved in Article 690—feel
about advances in inverter technology
and third-party components for system
safety. PV systems should be as safe as
possible and should not only prevent
fires but also protect the people who
respond to them. I have two brothers-inlaw who are firemen, so this is a personal issue for me.
Considering the strength of the
“competing interests” you mentioned

S

that lobbied for modulelevel shutdown, I think
string-inverter manufacturers dodged a bullet
in the 2014 Code cycle.
The logical progression
of 690.12 for NEC 2017
could very well be to
require module-level
shutdown for residential PV systems
and close-proximity shutdown for commercial arrays.

Any idea what we should be trying to do
in terms of array-to-inverter sizing ratios on
the Gulf Coast of Mexico?

Fernando: Any idea what we should
be trying to do in terms of array-toinverter sizing ratios on the Gulf Coast
of Mexico? We do not have as many
clear days as the arid northwest of
Mexico, which is similar to the US
Southwest. I went for 110% according
to the ABB online sizing tool.
SolarPro: That’s a conservative sizing

ratio—and there’s nothing wrong with
that unless you are trying to wring as
much value out of the system as possible. After factoring in things such
as wire losses, inverter losses and the
temperature coefficient at max power,
you’d likely see the inverter running at
full rated power on cool, clear days only,
which may be few and far between on
the Gulf Coast of Mexico.

Fernando: Yes, you are right; cool and
clear days are few and far between,
depending on your definition of cool.
Would you recommend going up to a
120% ratio? I wouldn’t want to somehow stress the inverter. We are talking
about a 61,200 Wstc PV system, or half
that if the customer decides to do the
project in phases.
Marvin R Hamon: As the article says,
“The traditional design approach
generally results in dc load ratios
within a 1.1–1.2 range, depending
on the project location and design
details.” It would be impossible for us
to say if 1.2 was better for your system

than 1.1 without reviewing your local
weather conditions and how your system is designed. You are really going
to have to dive into your system and
look at how it will operate at higher
loading, probably using something
like SAM or PVsyst to model the
output. To go to even higher dc-to-ac
ratios requires an analysis of the project financial factors to see if increasing energy production while reducing
system efficiency will yield better
economic performance.
SolarPro: Fernando, PV module

performance is characterized under
factory conditions at a cell temperature
of 25°C. On a rooftop, you might see cell
temperatures of 25°C when the ambient temperature is only 10°C. From that
perspective, you might say a “cool” day
is anything below 10°C. But I would
characterize a cool day as below 0°C.
That’s when you really start to notice
enhanced power off the array due to the
low cell-operating temperatures.
Based on your description of the
site—coastal environment, near sea
level, moderate temperatures—you
can probably push the inverter loading
to 1.2. How often does this location
even see 1,000 W/m2? If the answer is
infrequently, then you can push the
sizing ratio higher without overworking the inverters.
Remember that there are inherent losses in the system to overcome
(wiring losses, inverter losses). The only
way you’ll see 100% rated power out of
the inverter is if your dc input is greater
than 100% of the inverter rating. However, in most cases, the environmental

conditions—temperature and
irradiance—are such that a PV
array operates well below its
nameplate rating. You won’t see
higher-than-rated power off
the array without enhanced
irradiance coupled with low
cell temperatures.
I agree with Marvin. The only
way to know for sure what to expect is to
model the system performance based on
historical weather data. That’s how you
optimize the system design to the site.
Fernando: Thank you all very much
for your comments. They are most
helpful. I want to use SAM but am
having problems finding weather data
for locations in Mexico—well, at least
data that are not really expensive.
I have written to NASA to see if its
data are compatible with SAM. The
financial aspect of this project is really
important, in terms of optimizing
up-front costs in relation to performance over time, as this is what the
customer is really concerned about.
Marvin R Hamon: Unfortunately, free
weather data are not widely available for your region. We have access
to quality data for free in the US, but
as far as I know the same data are
not available for free in Mexico or
Latin America. You can get some free
monthly irradiance data here: maps.
nrel.gov/swera. While SAM works with
TMY3 data only, PVsyst can import
these monthly data.
Greg Smith: Hi, Fernando. We have a

lot of installers in Mexico who use this
NASA website for weather reference:
1.usa.gov/1GfChht. You can look up
your project location on Google Earth
and get the site’s latitude and longitude. Once you enter these decimal
coordinates, NASA’s web-based surface
meteorology and solar energy tool will
return irradiance and temperature
data for the site.
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Projects

System Profiles

Alpha Energy, ET Capital and Geenex

C ou r te sy E T C a pita l (4)

HXOap Solar Farm

Overview
DEVELOPERS: ET Capital,

etcapital.us; Geenex, geenexsolar.com
DESIGNERS: Mike Doman, engineer-

ing consultant, Alpha Energy, alpha.
com/solar; Dominic Lopez, senior
project manager and system engineer,
ET Capital
LEAD INSTALLER: Ronnie Andrawis,
senior project manager, Alpha Energy
DATE COMMISSIONED:

December 2014
INSTALLATION TIME FRAME: 130 days
LOCATION: Roanoke Rapids, NC,

36.5°N
SOLAR RESOURCE: 5 kWh/m2/day
ASHRAE DESIGN TEMPERATURES:

93°F 2% avg. high, 10°F extreme min.
ARRAY CAPACITY: 29.7 MWdc
ANNUAL AC PRODUCTION:

44,001 MWh
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landmark project for the
A
East Coast and North
Carolina, the 29.7 MWdc HXOap

Solar Farm is built on the site
of the decommissioned Halifax
County Airport. At the time of
commissioning, the project is
the largest PV system in North
Carolina, one of the largest on
the East Coast and the single
largest string inverter system
in the western hemisphere. The
project’s decentralized architecture features 866 Advanced
Energy 3-phase 1,000 Vdc non-isolated
string inverters.
Geenex, a Charlotte, North
Carolina–based solar developer, and
ET Capital, a California-based energy
investment company and subsidiary of
ET Solar Group, developed the HXOap
Solar Farm in partnership. Alpha
Energy, a member of the Alpha Group,
provided engineering consultation and
construction. Upon completion, Duke
Energy will acquire the project and sell
the energy generated to Dominion over
the 15-year PPA. The project created
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more than 150 jobs during peak construction and will inject an estimated
$75 million into the economically challenged Halifax County between 2014
and 2029.
The system uses RBI Solar’s fixed-tilt
GM-I mounting system in conjunction
with driven-post foundations to mount
98,724 ET Solar modules in two-modulehigh portrait orientation at an azimuth of 180° and a 20° tilt. The power
conditioning system employs 866 23.2
kWac Advanced Energy AE 3TL string
inverters. A standardized array layout

Equipment Specifications
MODULES: 98,724 modules total;

81,738 ET-P672300, 300 W STC,
+5/-0 W, 8.18 Imp, 36.68 Vmp, 8.72
Isc, 44.89 Voc; 16,986 ET-P672305,
305 W STC, +5/-0 W, 8.21 Imp,
37.18 Vmp, 8.78 Isc, 45.12 Voc
INVERTERS: 866 Advanced Energy AE

3TL-23, 23.2 kW, 1,000 Vdc maximum
input, 250–900 Vdc MPPT range,
non-isolated 3-phase 480 Vac nominal
output, 98% CEC efficiency; 13.2 kV
and 35.4 kV medium-voltage interconnections

connects each inverter
to subarrays consisting
of 19 modules per source
circuit with six strings
per inverter. The placement of each inverter, ac
panel and transformer
pad creates a consistent
and optimized design.
Each of the 149 ac panels
aggregates the output
of either five or six string inverters. The
design distributes inverters, switchgear
and transformers strategically throughout the array field. The overall dc and ac
ohmic losses for the system are 0.23%
and 2.39%, respectively.
The 20 MWac power conversion system is organized into 10 blocks total, with
seven blocks dedicated to a 15 MWac
collection system and three blocks dedicated to a 5 MWac collection system.
The 15 MWac collection section consists
of seven pads —each with one 2 MVA
34.5 kV Cooper transformer and two
Eaton switchboards—and interconnects
at a 34.5 kV medium-voltage connection.
This interconnection point is located at

the southernmost
section of the
15 MWac subarray. The 5 MWac
collection system
utilizes three
pads, of which
two have one
13.2 kV 2 MVA
Cooper transformer
and two Eaton
switchboards; the remaining pad has one
13.2 kV 700 kVA Cooper transformer and
a single Eaton switchboard. Both the
34.5 kV interconnection point and the
13.2 kV interconnection point lead to
Dominion’s Homertown substation.
“Alpha Energy is proud to be the first EPC
in the US to construct a string-level distribution system of this magnitude. Watching 866
Advanced Energy inverters communicating
on our network is impressive.”

—Ronnie Andrawis, Alpha Energy
“This AE 3TL project is a great example of
the inflection point in the market towards
3-phase string technology.”

—Bates Marshall, VP of Global Sales
and Marketing, Advanced Energy

ARRAY: Nineteen modules per source
circuit (for ET-P672300: 5,700 W,
8.18 Imp, 696.9 Vmp, 8.72 Isc, 852.9
Voc), six strings per inverter (for
ET-P672300: 34.2 kW, 49.08 Imp,
696.9 Vmp, 52.32 Isc, 852.9 Voc),
866 inverters total, 29.7 MWdc array
capacity total, 1.5 dc-to-ac ratio
ARRAY INSTALLATION: Fixed-tilt
ground mount, driven posts, RBI
Solar GM-I mounting system, 180°
azimuth, 20° tilt
SYSTEM MONITORING: Cisco

Switches with AlsoEnergy monitoring
hardware and software

Do you have a recent PV
or solar heating project
we should consider for
publication in SolarPro?
Email details and photos to:
projects@solarprofessional.com
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Projects
Renewable Energy Services

C ou r te sy Re n e wa ble E n e r gy S e r vic e s (3)

Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope

Overview
DESIGNER: Peter Shackelford,

president, Renewable Energy Services,
renewablenergy.com
LEAD INSTALLER: Roland Shackelford,

vice president, Renewable
Energy Services
DATE COMMISSIONED:

December 2013
INSTALLATION TIME FRAME: 21 days
LOCATION: Kamuela, HI, 20°N
SOLAR RESOURCE: 4.7 kWh/m2/day
ASHRAE DESIGN TEMPERATURES:

86°F 2% avg. high, 57°F extreme min.
ARRAY CAPACITY: 121 kWdc
ANNUAL AC PRODUCTION:

150,000 kWh
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he Canada-France-Hawaii (CFH)
T
Telescope hosts a world-class optical
and infrared telescope on the summit of

Mauna Kea on the island of Hawaii. The
observatory headquarters is located in
the town of Waimea, in the shadow of
Mauna Kea. The CFH board of trustees
contracted Renewable Energy Services
(RES) to install a large PV system to help
reduce its headquarter’s energy costs.
The CFH board of directors, composed of
members appointed from the Canadian,
French and Hawaiian member organizations, was instrumental in the approval
and implementation of the PV system.
The design process took an extended
period of time because HELCO, the local
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utility, had regionally specific interconnection requirements. Net-metering
rules limited the PV system capacity to
less than 100 kW per service. Interconnection approval requires a three-line
drawing and an interconnection study.
This process has become critical for
projects on the islands, as the utility considers many of its feeders saturated with
renewable generation. Local integrators
must take a diligent approach, as they
need to produce accurate initial designs
but limit their design time to minimize
financial exposure.
For the CFH Telescope project, RES
based the electrical design on Enphase
Energy inverters from the outset. The

goal of making the array as large
as possible given the available
space drove this product specification. Due to multiple roof
orientations and lack of accessible space to mount string
inverters, microinverters proved
to be the most practical solution.
The minimal roof slopes and subtropical location allowed RES to
utilize most of the roof surfaces,
including those facing northwest
and northeast, without sacrificing too much energy production.
While using microinverters
essentially eliminated the dc side
of the system design, aggregating
the ac conductors required a fair
amount of planning. To help with
the installation process, RES completed
detailed electrical schematics. Using
center-fed branch circuits as the primary
method for rooftop wiring minimized
voltage drop on the ac conductors. This
method kept the current levels within
the trunk cables to a minimum. RES
installed all the ac aggregation panels at
ground level, close to the utility interconnection location.
RES installed the PV system on
two buildings, each with a dedicated
meter from the utility’s service entrance.
This required two
separate points of
interconnection,
even though both
POI ultimately connected to the same
service. The smaller
system on the shop
building interconnected on the load
side of that building’s
service disconnect,
while RES installed
the larger building’s
array as a line-side
connection within

Equipment Specifications

the main service panel for that building.
To meet the AHJ’s requirements for the
line-side connection, RES relocated one
of the panelboard’s main disconnects,
opening up a space within the main service gear for the interconnection.

MODULES: 561 LG Solar LG260S1C-

G3, 260 W STC, +3/-0%, 8.61 Imp,
30.2 Vmp, 9.2 Isc, 37.9 Voc
INVERTERS: 3-phase 120/208 Vac

“Working with the CFH Telescope team
was exciting for us. The attention to detail
from all of the team members helped make
for a smooth installation. This was especially true given the more complex nature
of having two points of interconnection.”

—Roland Shackelford, Renewable
Energy Services

service, 561 Enphase Energy M21560-2LL-S22-NA, 215 W rated output,
45 Vdc maximum input, 22–36 Vdc
MPPT range, 208 Vac output
ARRAY: 18–24 inverters per branch circuit (typical), center-fed branch-circuit
configuration, 24 branch circuits total
connected to separate panelboards on
two separate buildings
ARRAY INSTALLATION: Standing
seam metal roofing, S-5! Clamps and
VersaBrackets, ProSolar rails, multiple
roof surfaces with 40°, 130°, 180°,
220° and 310° azimuths, 5° tilt
SYSTEM MONITORING: Enphase

Energy Envoy communications gateway and Enlighten monitoring platform
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Projects
Independent Energy Solutions

Century Villages at Cabrillo
Overview
DESIGNER: Derwin Russell, engineer,

Independent Energy Solutions (IES),
indenergysolutions.com
LEAD INSTALLER: Tuan Nguyen,
general foreman, IES
C ou r te sy I n de pe n de n t E n e r gy S oluti o n s ( 2 )

DATE COMMISSIONED: October 2014
INSTALLATION TIME FRAME: 4 weeks
LOCATION: Long Beach, CA, 33.8°N
SOLAR RESOURCE: 5.6 kWh/m2/day
ASHRAE DESIGN TEMPERATURES:

86°F 2% avg. high, 35°F extreme min.
ARRAY CAPACITY: 99.9 kWdc
ANNUAL AC PRODUCTION:

132,788 kWh

Equipment Specifications
MODULES: 370 SolarWorld Sunmodule

SW 270 mono, 270 W STC, +5/-0 W,
8.42 Imp, 32.1 Vmp, 8.9 Isc, 38.3 Voc
INVERTERS: 3-phase 120/208 Vac

service, seven Fronius IG Plus Advanced
11.4-3 Delta (11.4 kW, 600 Vdc maximum input, 230–500 Vdc MPPT range),
one Fronius IG Plus Advanced 10.0-3
Delta (9,995 W, 600 Vdc maximum input,
230–500 Vdc MPPT range); inverters
aggregated at 400 A panel board
ARRAY: Five subarrays with 12-module
source circuits (3,240 W, 8.42 Imp,
385.2 Vmp, 8.9 Isc, 459.6 Voc), four
source circuits per subarray (12,960 W,
33.68 Imp, 385.2 Vmp, 35.6 Isc, 459.6
Voc); one subarray with 10-module
source circuits (2,700 W, 8.42 Imp, 321
Vmp, 8.9 Isc, 383 Voc), four source
circuits (10,800 W, 33.68 Imp, 321 Vmp,
35.6 Isc, 383 Voc); two subarrays with
nine-module source circuits (2,430 W,
8.42 Imp, 288.9 Vmp, 8.9 Isc, 344.7 Voc),
five source circuits per subarray (12,150 W,
42.1 Imp, 288.9 Vmp, 44.5 Isc, 344.7
Voc); 99.9 kW array capacity total
ARRAY INSTALLATION: Two Schletter
Park@Sol carports, B2 two-row vehicle
arrangement, cast-in-place foundations,
180° azimuth, 5° tilt; each carport supports five rows of 37 modules
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C

entury Villages at
Cabrillo (CVC) is a
residential community
established in 1997 to
provide transitional
and permanent housing to the homeless
and those at risk of
becoming homeless.
Since that time, CVC
has evolved into a
unique public-private
partnership that provides housing to more
than 1,000 persons,
including veterans, individuals, families
and children.
The 26-acre campus is located
at a former US Naval housing site.
Independent Energy Solutions (IES)
constructed a 99.9 kWdc solar carport,
a project initially complicated by the
lack of accurate as-built drawings of the
site’s utilities. Additional complications
included a very shallow water table.
To overcome this site limitation, IES
selected Schletter’s Park@Sol carport
system, which a shallow-spread structural footing design can support.
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During excavation, the
installation crew discovered a large storm drain
and unidentified cast-iron
pipes cutting through the
footing locations. These
discoveries presented a
few problems to overcome,
making it necessary to
re-engineer the footing
design to protect the pipes.
IES worked with Schletter’s
engineering team to reconfigure the footing load calculations for larger-spread
footings that accounted for pipes within
the footings. Attaining AHJ approval of
the revised structural design delayed the
project a few weeks.
“After we got through the preliminary
hurdles, the Schletter carport system
was quick and straightforward to install.
Assembly took only one day per array.
The module clamping system requires no
drilling and is very easy to install. The main
girder beams have grooves on top that
allow array wiring to be nearly invisible.”

—Tuan Nguyen, Independent
Energy Solutions
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